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Prologue

Santa Catalina Island, twenty-two miles south-southwest of Los Angeles. The place
that some considered a paradise – visited by more than a million visitors each year – was
now a paradise lost; it was if the island had fallen asleep and had never woken up from
the nightmares that continued to plague it. The smell of the ocean was damned near nonexistent now as it was drowned out by the aroma of death and despair that showered the
island like the most acidic of rain.
What used to be a population of thirty seven hundred residents had been reduced to a
little more than two hundred, the majority of which were not native to the island – they
had been transported here against their will. Those that were physically able, roughly
eighty of them, congregated on the beach, tattered underclothes clinging to their sunken
in frames as they washed what little bit of clothes they had in the cold water of the Pacific
Ocean. The darkest circles surrounded their eyes, eyes that had lost the little flicker of
hope that they once contained; that flame had been extinguished a while ago with no
signs of ever returning. Most had made peace with the fact that they had ceased living
and now simply existed, if that’s what you would call what they were being forced to do.
Things were not supposed to be this way. How did they let them win? Buildings were
eternally dark from the absence of electricity that had been shut off long ago. Decay was
widespread with trash piled up everywhere and houses falling apart from neglect. Weeds
and grass penetrated the cracks in the sidewalk and streets while trash barrels were kept
ignited for warmth and to cook food. This was not humanity. There had to be some kind
of resistance still going. Good is always supposed to defeat evil.
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As they went on about their mundane tasks, trying to keep their mind occupied, all
heads turned toward the sound of a ferry, the M/S Black Magic, as it approached the
island. This wasn’t good. Watching with tense eyes and stiffened bodies, all of them
having been through this before and all knowing that there were only two reasons why it
would be coming – it was either going to be a drop off or, God forbid, a pickup.
The stern of the ferry stopped just short of the beach and a ramp began to slowly
descend, splashing down into the water and digging into the sand. The door to the hull
opened and an all too familiar site greeted those on the beach. The darkened cargo hold
consisted of close to two hundred people, all shading their eyes from the glaring rays of
the sun as it flooded in and temporarily blinded them. The whirring mechanical sound of
the back wall extending outward could be heard as it forced those in the cargo hold to
exit, their feet sloshing through the water and landing on the smoky-grey colored quartz
that made up the sand. They were a varied crew – a mixture of young and old; black,
white, Mexican, and everything in between; short and tall; some with physical injuries
with others only being mentally injured by what they’ve gone through – but they all
shared the same shell-shocked look on their faces.
The last set of feet exited the ferry at which point the ramp and the wall were
retracted. The hull closed and the ferry drifted back out into the ocean, leaving it’s cargo
behind until they were needed. Some on the beach rushed down to embrace and help the
new arrivals, taking them by the hand and leading them up the shore to their new homes
or, as they referred to this place, their prison.
Setting foot on this strange new place a young boy that was clutching his mother’s
hand took a long look back at the ferry as it grew smaller in the distance, studying it
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before turning to see his mother’s face and the heavy tears that ran down her dirt streaked
cheeks. “What’s wrong mama?”
“Nothing sweetheart,” she told him as she wiped her eyes. “Try to keep up, alright?
We have to try and find ourselves a place to sleep before all the good spots are taken.”
“What about dad? Is he coming on the next boat?”
She gazed down at him with a sad expression on her troubled and tired face. If he
would’ve been a bit older then he would have been able to read between her tears and
know that his father wasn’t coming on the next boat or any boat for that matter. She knelt
down to where she was face to dirty face with him. “I’m sure he’ll be here soon but, until
he gets here, you’re going to need to be strong, okay?”
“Okay.”
“Good.” She kissed him on the cheek. “That’s my big man. Let’s go.”
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Chapter 1

Nineteen years earlier.
The stadium was rocking, awash in the purple and white colors of Hollis high school.
The crowd was anxious and standing on their feet, clapping their hands together on this
perfect fall evening, trying to rally and inspire their hometown team.
Kneeling in the middle of the huddle, surrounded by ten of his teammates, was Travis
Baxter. “Alright guys, this is it,” he told them, his voice confident as he spoke, sounding
like the established leader that he was, being sure to make eye contact with each of them
as he spoke. He wasn’t the type to get overly excited and yell; he had mastered the art of
getting his point across calmly. “We’ve only got time for one play so let’s make it
happen. We’ve gotta leave everything that we have on the field so that we can walk out
of here tonight with our heads held high.”
He glanced over to his left at one of his wide receivers, a lanky black kid named
Shawn. “Their safety has been playing you soft all game so I’m going to be looking for
you. Whatever you do make sure you end up in the end zone, alright?”
“I got you,” Shawn assured him, nodding his head up and down. “You get the ball in
the air and I’ll come down with it.”
Confident in Shawn and his ability to make the big play Travis directed his attention
to the rest of his teammates. “Derek, you and the rest of the line are going to have to buy
me some time to get the ball to Shawn. If they decide to blitz then you’re going to have to
pick it up.”
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“Don’t worry about that,” answered Derek, the big beefy anchor of the offensive line.
“You worry about throwing the ball and we’ll take care of everything else.”
“Alright, let’s give the fans something to cheer about.” He held his right hand out
which was soon joined by ten other hands that landed on top of his. “Hollis on three. One,
two, three…”
“HOLLIS!” they shouted out in unison.
The huddle broke and they took their position in front of the waiting defense. The
game clock showed a measly four seconds left in a 20-15 game. Travis glanced up at the
clock and then into the stands, taking notice of all the fans that were nervously waiting
for him to make a play. Returning his focus back on the game his eyes scanned the
defense that was setup, trying to gauge what they were going to hit him with. “Red
Dynamite Twenty-five, Red Dynamite Twenty-five!!” he barked out as he positioned his
hands underneath the center to receive the ball. He quickly lifted his right foot a few
inches off the ground and then placed it back down. The tight end on his right side caught
the signal and then hustled over to Travis’ left side. “Hike!!!!”
The ball passed from the center into Travis’ hands and he immediately dropped back
three steps, everything now moving in slow motion for him as he surveyed the field, his
arm in position to let the ball fly as soon as the opportunity presented itself. His head
swiveled from left to right, seeing that one of the defensive lineman had found a seam
through the offensive line and was about to bust through. The lineman performed a
flawless spin move against his defender and was suddenly free and bearing down upon
Travis like a runaway freight train.
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Things started to speed up for Travis in a hurry as he quickly looked downfield,
watching as Shawn began to create some separation down the sideline between himself
and the safety that was covering him. Travis’ arm flew forward and the ball was
propelled down the field right before the defensive lineman struck, wrapping Travis up
and slamming him down to the ground; every last bit of air being ejected from his lungs
and being replaced by pain.
Lying flat on his back, breathing heavily through his mouth and looking up at the sky
with stars in his eyes as the lineman rolled off of him, Travis didn’t get a chance to see
the tight spiral of the ball as it hit Shawn perfectly in stride and was carried into the end
zone for six points and the win. He also couldn’t see the crowd jumping up and down,
hugging each other in manic celebration, but he could hear them, their joy letting him
know that he had succeeded. Next thing he knew he was being hoisted off the turf and
mobbed by his teammates, coaches and even the cheerleaders. The euphoria he
experienced was enough to make him temporarily forget about the throbbing pain in his
chest and ribs. He pumped his fists in the air and relished the moment.

*

Her voice was strained and well seasoned, reminding Travis of his grandmother. “Just
a minute!!” He could hear the shuffling of her feet as she slowly made her way to the
front door. The sound of three separate locks being turned was followed by the door
swinging open.
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“You must be Travis,” stated Ms. Bonner as she opened the screen door. She was a
tiny and fragile looking woman with thick glasses and an aroma of baby powder that
drifted off of her. Though it was well past noon she was still in her nightgown and a light
blue pair of fuzzy slippers adorned her feet.
He flashed her a magnificent smile. “Yes ma’am, I’m Travis.”
“Come on in.”
He stepped into the darkened house, thinking to himself that it was not a house but
more like a museum dedicated to a life long past. Dusty pictures of a much younger Ms.
Bonner with family and friends hung on the walls between fake plants – real cobwebs
woven through the leaves – that sucked what little bit of light that there was right out of
the house. “I appreciate you for taking the time to meet with me.”
“It’s my pleasure. I don’t get much company these days besides the mailman so I
jump at any chance I get to talk to someone, especially kids.” She led him into the living
room where a large floor model television was showing a Black & White film; the
television proved to be a perfect mirror of Ms. Bonner and her life – fifty years past its
glory days and collecting dust. A black foldable chair was setup in front of the couch and
it was that seat which she directed him to. “Is this seat going to be okay?”
“It will do just fine,” he told her as he sat down.
“Would you like something to snack on or something to drink? I just made a pitcher
of tea if you would like a glass.”
“No thank you, I’m fine at the moment.”
“Okay, well let me know if you change your mind.” She sat down on the couch,
studying him as he took his backpack off of his shoulder and rummaged through it. “You
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look awfully familiar to me; where have I seen you before?” She squinted her eyes to try
and get a better look at him.
Travis glanced over at her. “To my knowledge we’ve never met so I don’t know.
Well, actually…,”
“Oh, I remember now,” she interrupted him, “I’ve seen you in the newspaper. You’re
that quarterback that everyone is talking about; I knew that your name sounded familiar.
They keep saying that you’re going to lead us to another state championship this year.
You were even on the news Friday night. That was a great throw that you made at the end
of the game.”
He smiled, trying not to appear too happy at the recognition. “Yeah, that’s me. It’s a
little too early to be thinking about a state championship but if we keep playing at the
level we’re playing at then we’ll have as good a shot at the title as any other team.”
“Don’t be modest – if you’re good then you’re good, that’s all there is to it.”
“Well, between you and me, we are pretty darn good.” He winked at her which
caused her to slap her knee and laugh out loud. Seeing her laugh brought an even bigger
smile to his face. “Are you okay with me using this?” he asked once she got her laughter
under control, pulling a small tape recorder from his backpack. “I’ve found that it works
better for me than trying to write down everything that people say.”
“That’s fine.”
He started the recorder and then set it down in front of her on the coffee table that
rested between the two of them. Five bottles of prescription pills and a plethora of various
periodicals littered the table. “Alright Ms. Bonner, what can you tell me about the great
hurricane of 1900 that struck the city of Galveston, Texas?”
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“My grandfather, a man by the name of Theodore Longfellow, was nineteen during
that time and, together with his father and sister, resided in Galveston. My greatgrandfather had managed to accumulate a significant amount of money in the cotton
industry which afforded them the opportunity to live in the Strand District of Galveston
which is what you would call an affluent part of the city.”
“What about your great-grandmother; where was she?”
“She had died a few years earlier while giving birth to my grandfather’s sister – I
guess she would be considered my great-aunt – whose name was Sally.”
“Okay. What did your grandfather tell you about the hurricane?”
She began to slowly rock back and forth on the couch, her eyes closing for a moment.
“The day before it happened no one was really sure that the hurricane would even strike
Galveston’s shore and, even if it did, the powers that be reassured the citizens that we
wouldn’t end up like the residents of Indianola which had been a port city in Texas that
had been completely decimated by a hurricane a short time earlier. The world now knows
just how wrong they were.
“The morning of the hurricane was, by all accounts, a beautiful one, but conditions
began to deteriorate as the day went on. My grandfather was in the process of heading up
the stairs to the second floor of the home, he being in the middle between his father and
sister, when a huge wave of water crashed through one of the downstairs windows,
instantly washing Sally and my great-grandfather away while my grandfather clung for
dear life on the banister.”
Travis sat up in his seat, intrigued by her words. “What happened to them?”
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“They were simply gone; their bodies were never recovered. He theorized that they
were buried somewhere beneath the sand on the beach. My grandfather spent the rest of
that night holed up in one of the upstairs closets on the second floor, listening to the
howling of the wind and the rising water, praying to God that he would make it through
the night.
“The next day he and the rest of the survivors ventured outside to survey the damage
and were shocked by what they saw. So many homes had been destroyed and a mountain
of debris faced the ocean but those things were nothing compared to all of the bodies.
The sheer number of corpses was mindboggling and the smell blanketed the city like a
thick fog and could be smelled for miles. My grandfather was one of the many that dug
through the debris searching for survivors but it very quickly turned from one of rescue to
a recovery mission. The screams of the people trapped under the wreckage haunted him
from that day forward. Rescuers were unable to get to all of them and, as time passed,
their cries for help began to diminish as those that were trapped eventually perished.
There were too many corpses to try and bury so they tried throwing them out to sea
instead but the currents from the gulf washed them all back to shore. What they decided
to do to solve the problem was to setup funeral pyres and burn the bodies as they found
them, a process that lasted for weeks after the storm.”
“I can’t even begin to imagine what that must have been like. What was your
grandfather’s mind like after that? How did he cope with all that he had seen and all that
had happened to him and his family?”
“As could be expected it was real tough for him, to say the least, because he pretty
much lost everything that he loved and cared about that day. He ended up going to live
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with his uncle in Colorado before eventually moving out and starting his life over with a
family of his own. My father always used to comment about how distant my grandfather
would get at times and the occasional far off look in his eyes. He never went near the
ocean or any large body of water again because it brought back too many bad memories
for him. He frequently had dreams where he was attempting to rescue people that were
trapped underwater but they would always slip out of his reach. He turned to alcohol to
cope with it all and that eventually became the death of him.”
“My condolences about your grandfather and the rest of your family that lost their
lives during that time.” He reached over and stopped the tape recorder. “I think that I’ve
heard enough; thank you for sharing your amazing story with me.”
“You’re quite welcome. I have something for you if I can remember exactly what I
did with it.” She moved a few of the magazines around until she found what she was
looking for, a small manila envelope which she picked up and then handed to Travis.
“Here are some pictures that my grandfather took. All they’re doing is collecting dust
over here; maybe they’ll be of some use to you.”
He took the envelope and placed it and the tape recorder into his backpack. “Thank
you again, Ms. Bonner.”

*

Travis closed the front door and then used the deadbolt to secure it. Traveling from
the living room into the kitchen he glanced over to find his mother asleep on the couch.
Not wanting to disturb her he quietly slipped into the kitchen where he grabbed an apple
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from the basket of fruit on the table and, with apple in hand, made his way from the
kitchen into the hallway, entering his room which was the first one on the right.
His room was typical of that of a teenage jock. Posters of Brett Favre – his favorite
player – coated the walls along with the occasional photo of Megan Fox or some other
hot girl of the moment that served to break up the monotony of all that was Favre. A
small desk with a laptop computer on it sat to the right of the window while a bookcase
rested on the left, overflowing with trophies and ribbons of all sizes that covered up the
few actual books that were there.
He flicked the light on and took a seat at the desk, his prized varsity letterman jacket
hanging from the back of the chair. He placed the apple in his mouth while he unzipped
the backpack and removed the tape recorder and envelope from it, setting them down
next to the laptop. The backpack was tossed to the floor as he took a bite of the apple, the
remains of which he set down on the desk. Opening the envelope he retrieved a stack of
fifteen Black & White pictures that were in pretty decent shape considering that they
were over a hundred years old. Besides a few tears around the corners and a little
yellowing they were all good.
“Back already?”
Travis turned to find his mother standing in the doorway and rubbing sleep from her
eyes. “Hey. I got in a few minutes ago. You looked peaceful as you slept so I didn’t
bother waking you.”
She walked up and stood next to him, placing her arm around him. “How did your
meeting go with Ms. Bonner? Was she any help?”
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“Oh yeah. She told me all about her grandfather who survived the hurricane and all
that her family went through during and afterwards; it was some pretty powerful stuff.
She also gave me some pictures that he had taken of the aftermath which I was about to
go through.”
“That was nice of her. Be sure to take care of them in case she needs them back. You
need to get a good grade on this project so that we can get your GPA up and impress all
of the colleges that have been scouting you. Though we’re banking on a scholarship it
doesn’t hurt to get those grades as high as possible in case something falls through.”
“I know, mom; you’ve been preaching that to me for the last four years.”
“I just want the best for you. Oh, I picked you up some ice cream.”
“Good. Thanks.”
“You’re welcome.” She ruffled his hair. “I’ll leave you be.”
“Okay. I’ll be out in a few.”
She walked out of the room and he turned his attention to the pictures. The first was
of a house that had been flipped over onto its left side, sitting at an impossible angle. All
the windows were busted out and the front door was missing, displaying the inside of the
house which was filled with sand, water-logged furniture and misery. He gingerly set the
picture down and then analyzed the second one. In it were two men wading through the
waist deep water of a completely submerged street, a dead cow floating ahead of them
like some kind of hillbilly floatation device. The next picture was of a neighborhood that
looked like a bomb had gone off in it, leaving nothing but destruction where life used to
be. The following picture was that of one of the funeral pyres that Ms. Bonner had
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spoken of. A pile of corpses were being burned while a group of men were tossing more
of them onto the flames like firewood.
He held the picture up and took a closer look at it, staring intently at one of the two
men that were standing off to the side watching the flames consume the bodies while
wiping his brow with a handkerchief. “No way.”
He opened his laptop and pulled the internet up. The Google homepage popped up
and he typed the words Vice President McDonnell into the search engine, watching as a
list of images and articles materialized before his eyes. He clicked on the first one in the
list and a picture of the Vice President appeared on his screen. He held the Galveston
picture up next to it – the resemblance was more than uncanny, it was spot on.
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Chapter 2

The lights slowly went up in the studio and Timothy Columbus looked straight into
the camera, a shit eating grin on his smug little face. He was sitting on a huge story this
time – possibly the biggest story that he would ever have – and he couldn’t wait to let it
loose.
“Welcome to Political Hot Stove, hosted by yours truly, Timothy Columbus. To all
my faithful viewers on television and through our website, shameless plug for
www.politicalhotstove.com, as well as those listening via radio, we have a special treat
for you today.
“Unless you’ve been living under a rock for the past few days you have all seen and
heard the reports involving the Vice President of the United States. A single picture
posted on a Myspace page has caused a media frenzy and we have been fortunate enough
to get an exclusive interview with the teen that posted the now infamous photo. So,
without further ado, allow me to extend a warm Political Hot Stove welcome to our guest
this week, Mr. Travis Baxter.”
There was a generous amount of applause from the studio audience as the camera
pulled back to show Travis sitting to the left of Timothy in a dark colored suit that was a
little too big for him. A nervous smile was on his face and he looked very uncomfortable
in front of the eye of the unblinking camera. “Hi Mr. Columbus, thanks for having me.”
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“No, thank you for accepting our invitation and, please, call me Tim. I’m going to
trim all the fat and get right down to the meat of the matter and ask the question that the
whole world is dying to know: how did you come into possession of this now famous, or
infamous depending on how you look at it, picture?”
“I kinda happened upon it by accident. While researching a project for my history
class I was given a set of pictures and that picture happened to be one of them.”
“Would you be willing to give us the name of the source that provided you with the
picture?”
“I would rather not. The three days since I’ve posted the picture have been nothing
but hell for me and I know that my source would not want any of the attention that it
would ultimately bring; I know that I didn’t.”
“Fair enough but let me ask you this then, Travis – if not for the attention then what
then was your motivation for posting the picture?”
“It was all innocent. My purpose was to simply point out the similarities between the
Vice President and the man in the picture. I have a few friends that are real heavy into
politics so I figured that the picture would get viewed a few times by them, maybe have a
few comments posted, and that would be the extent of it. I certainly wasn’t expecting all
of this.”
“Over the years I’ve done a countless number of interviews and I’ve never seen
someone so nervous on this show. You’re clearly not comfortable with all of this
attention are you?”
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“No, I’m not comfortable at all. I’m not used to people camped out in front of my
house, taking pictures and begging for interviews. All I want to do is play football and be
left alone.”
“Have you had a chance to sit back and really digest what all the uproar is about?”
“Not really because it’s all been happening so fast. I’ve never been one to follow
politics so this is all foreign to me. I would rather be spending time playing football
rather than watching or listening to some politician, no offense to those that follow
politics.”
“Maybe I can help you understand what all the fuss is about and why this picture, and
now you, is so important. You see Travis, a wall of secrecy has shrouded the Vice
President ever since then Senator Clark picked him as a running mate for the presidency
of the United States. He was like a ghost – no one knew anything about him. He had
never held any kind of political office before; no one even knew who he was until
Senator Clark’s speech announcing him as his running mate. People wondered why a
very likeable Senator would select an unknown to serve as his Vice President. What was
the agenda? I mean, this guy was nowhere on the map. All kinds of people, myself
included, tried to find out something – ANYTHING! – on him but we were stonewalled
at every turn and it only got worse after he became Vice President. It was like there was
something about him that the government was trying to protect and, so far, you have been
the only person that has been able to come up with anything on him. Doesn’t that seem a
little strange to you?”
Travis shook his head, wishing that he were anywhere in the world right now and
wondering why he had ever agreed to do this interview in the first place. “Well, yes,
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when you put it that way but who’s to say that the man in the picture is even the Vice
President? That picture was taken way back in 1900; that would make him, at the
minimum, 130 years old and that’s not possible.”
“That is always the first instinct, to believe that what we see with our own eyes
somehow can’t be true, regardless of how solid the evidence is to the contrary, so what
we do is try to find ways to make it seem untrue due to it not fitting into what society and
our perceived reality deems to be real. To counter that what we did here at Political Hot
Stove was, using the most advanced and sophisticated facial recognition software
available, compared the facial features of the man in the picture to a recent picture of the
Vice President and it came back 99.99989% conclusive that the two men are one and the
same. We then presented our findings to the White House but their only comment on the
matter was to tell us that they had no comment. There is something that stinks to high
Heaven about this and the people have the right to know what it is, especially when it
involves the leaders of this country.”
A fresh round of enthusiastic applause went up inside the studio. Tim took a sip from
his mug and then once again stared into the camera as it pulled in closer on him,
removing Travis from the shot. “There is an old adage that a picture is worth a thousand
words. Ladies and gentleman our mouths should be overflowing with words right now.
Our government, the very people that we elected to power, is deceiving us. They are
holding back the truth, whatever that may be, in the hope that we will sit still and be
quiet. I encourage you to not be still and silent like statues but instead to rise up and let
your voice be heard! Talk to your friends and family – go on Twitter, Facebook, Myspace
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and whatever else you can find to spread the word. We have to let our government know
that we are not sheep and that they can no longer pull the wool over our eyes.”
The camera gradually pulled back as he turned to face Travis. “Travis, it may not
seem like it now but I believe that in time you will be viewed as a key figure in this piece
of history that we are currently living in. Fate has selected you to be a symbol of the
common man in a struggle to be heard; David can triumph Goliath.” He stood up and
extended his hand to Travis who rose to shake it. “Thank you for joining us today.”
“You’re welcome; thanks for having me.”
Tim turned and faced the camera again. “Don’t go anywhere, folks. We’ll be back
with more Political Hot Stove on the other side of this commercial break. We’ll be
discussing the latest information on the missing daughter of Tina Macintosh, CEO of
Global Defense Industries and one of the most powerful women in the world. Stay
tuned!”

*

His piercing blue eyes stared out the window of the abandoned warehouse, focused
on the Secret Service agent assigned to protect him that was standing watch by the door
three stories below. “This morning I woke up, kissed my wife and then headed over to
my office, same as I do most everyday, except this time one of my assistants handed me a
copy of the latest edition of The National Query. I looked at it to find my picture splashed
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across the front page with a headline asking if there was a monster in the White House.
Needless to say, I wasn’t happy.”
He rubbed his left hand over his bald and wrinkled head as he slowly turned away
from the window and faced the other person in the room, a tall muscular gentleman of
Eastern European descent that looked none too pleased to be here. “This is starting to get
out of hand,” continued the Vice President. “That parasite Columbus and the rest of his
kind are like dogs salivating over a steak. The media attention that this picture is
generating has the potential to cause a lot of unnecessary problems and I can’t have this
getting more out of control to where it damages the bright future that we have ahead of
us. I need you and your group to silence Columbus once and for all. I’ve obtained a copy
of his upcoming travel itinerary and he will be flying into Los Angeles in a few days. Do
what you have to do no matter how you have to do it, just make sure that he’s dead.”
“What about the boy?”
“I want him dead, too, but only after he gives up his source. For all we know their
could be more pictures out there.”
“And what if won’t talk?”
“Then kill everyone in the god damn town! Hollis is not that big so whoever he talked
to must be in it somewhere.”
“Won’t that lead to more questions if the two main people responsible for all of this
controversy are killed? They will be looked at as martyrs.”
“It’s a risk we’re going to have to take. I can understand your concern but something
has to be done.” He turned and stared out of the grime coated window again. “It’s better
to cut the head off of the snake now before it has a chance to lay eggs. I know how you
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think Malachi so I know that the irony is not lost on you that I’m able to so easily order
the killing of humans in order to create an easier path to co-existence with them. We are
at the dawn of a new day, one that requires us to abandon our old rules and step out of the
box in order to usher in a new way of thinking and doing.”
“I disagree,” Malachi answered back sharply, his voice deep and heavy with years of
pent up rage and frustration. “You talk about them as if they are our equals when we both
know that they are not. My question to you is why do you continue to treat them as
such?”
“They’re a means to an end. I know that may be hard for you to understand
considering what happened to your sister.”
“Mention her again and I will tear you apart.”
The threat from Malachi forced McDonnell to slowly turn around, his demeanor one
of fear. “Of course – I was wrong, my apologies.” An unsettling smile emerged on his
face. “Listen, I’ve studied the human race for close to six hundred years,” he replied,
speaking in a very deliberate tone, wanting to be absolutely certain that his words were
coming across with the intended weight and tone that he wanted to convey. “Both their
cultures and ours have much to gain from the other and we have long since evolved to
where we no longer need them for our survival. The world is on the cusp of major
changes and we must adapt to those coming changes accordingly. Whether you choose to
admit it or not you know these things just as well as I do.”
Malachi did in fact know these things but that didn’t mean that he had to like or
accept them. “We have adapted enough!!!” he growled. “We are losing our identity; our
heritage is being compromised and we are forgetting what it is that we are. You and the
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rest of your cronies have already recommended that we wear contacts to conceal our eyes
and makeup to darken our skin when we are out in public – what’s next? You say that we
need to learn to adapt but your logic is backwards – the strong never adapt to the weak;
it’s always the other way around. We are the undisputed kings of the food chain! We
should be running this miserable planet but instead you want us to live amongst these
weak creatures that are no better than the rats and roaches that occupy the very building
we’re standing in. At least the rats and roaches know their place in this world.”
“Let us not forget that we were human once.”
“That time has passed. Pretty soon their time, as well as yours if you don’t change,
will pass as well.”
McDonnell glared at Malachi. “What did you just say to me?”
“You heard what I said,” he answered back, refusing to back down. “Change or die
with them.”
“I would encourage you to carefully think about your words before you speak them.
Don’t forget who you’re talking to.”
“I would encourage you to remember what you are.”
McDonnell started to speak but thought better of it as the fear he had of Malachi got
in the way. He cleared his throat. “You have a lot to learn about how the world operates.
Let me know when Columbus and the boy have been taken care of.” He walked past
Malachi and exited the room.
Malachi stepped over to the window and watched as McDonnell emerged from the
building. The Secret Service agent opened the car door for him and then closed it after
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McDonnell was in. As the car pulled off McDonnell looked up at Malachi and then rolled
his eyes.
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Chapter 3

Pacing back and forth in the hallway, glancing over five index cards that were
crammed full of notes, she was anxious. If you didn’t know her you would think that she
was nervous or maybe even scared but if you really thought that then you knew
absolutely nothing about her.
A young man in a dark suit appeared from around the corner. “They’re ready for you,
Ms. Macintosh.”
She stopped pacing and looked over at him. “Thank you, Steven.” She took a deep
breath and then exhaled. “Okay, I’m ready,” she said as she handed the index cards over
to him.
“Yes ma’am.”
He escorted her down the hallway to a large ball room that was overflowing with
press. Flashbulbs went off like fireworks as she stepped up to the podium and adjusted
the height of the microphones. She stood for a moment, giving the camera flashes a
chance to die down.
“Good morning everyone. There are not many people in the world that don’t know
me but, for those that don’t, my name is Tina Macintosh. Some of you know me through
the company I run, Global Defense Industries, or by the recent Forbes article ranking me
as the richest woman in the United States. I am very proud of both of those things but
those things are nowhere near the most important thing to me. Before I was any of those
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things I was a mother and that, unfortunately, is why I’m standing in front of you right
now.”
She motioned up to two large screens, one on each side of her, where a picture of her
daughter appeared, looking every bit like her mother with a striking set of sapphire blue
eyes that were almost hypnotic to look into. “My daughter Jessica has been missing for
three days now. She is the latest in a string of missing individuals – sons, daughters,
mothers, wives, husbands, and fathers – that have been happening lately, all of which are
still out there waiting to be rescued. Jessica was last seen walking out of her off campus
apartment at which point she up and vanished off the face of the earth.”
The screen on the left remained on Jessica while the one on the right began showing a
slideshow of the other missing individuals. “My daughter is no different than the rest of
those that are missing and I am no better than the friends and families of those that
continue to look for them. Having more money doesn’t make the pain any less or the
grief more manageable; heartache doesn’t care about what tax bracket you’re in or where
you go on vacation each year. What my money can do that some of the other families
can’t is provide me with a bit more resources than most which I plan to use to the fullest
of my extent, starting with a $1,000,000 reward for any information that leads us to find
Jessica or any of the individuals that you witness behind me.
“I’m speaking directly to whoever has my daughter right now. Jessica is the only
thing that I have in this world. I will use every resource available to me to get her back.
It’s not too late to let her go and do the right thing! If she is hurt, even if it is so much as a
broken nail, God himself will not be able to protect you from my wrath. Give my Jessica
back.”
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Chapter 4

It was a little before sunset and the air was alive with the sounds of games being
played on the Midway and rides being enjoyed, all mixed in with the laughter of the
young and the young at heart. Each year the county fair has a certain way of bringing
everyone out of their shells and making them forget, if only for a few hours, about their
mounting bills, the stresses of work, family issues, their dwindling 401(k) accounts,
etc…, etc… that kills your spirit each and every day.
Everyone was having a great time – young children were getting their faces painted
while the older kids rode rides that were secretly more dangerous than they could have
ever imagined them to be. Even the adults reverted back to being children by testing their
luck and skill. Spurred on by the incessant badgering of the young men and women
operating the games they excitedly flipped plastic frogs onto floating lily pads or shot
streams of water into the mouths of mechanical clowns to expand balloons that would
eventually pop. Some threw softballs in an aggressive and egotistical attempt to knock
down stacks of silver, and weighed down, milk bottles in the hopes of winning a
worthless prize that they would have already forgotten about by the time they made the
short drive back home. The aroma circulating through the air was sickeningly sweet with
cotton candy being spun, funnel cakes being fried, and popcorn being popped; the smell
settled into people’s clothes and took root inside of their pores. Life was good.
Five year old Billy Stevenson sat upon his father’s lap, his face sticky from the bag of
light blue cotton candy that he was in the process of devouring. “Dad, look at the birds!”
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he shouted, pointing his blue tinged finger up at the seven dark figures in the distance that
flew closely together in a tight V-formation. “They’re huge!”
His father, a big burly man with a beard that made him resemble a lumberjack,
followed Billy’s finger up to the sky where he, too, caught sight of the figures in the sky.
He closed and then reopened his eyes, following that up with a quick shake of his head,
not believing what his eyes were clearly showing him – it had to be a mistake. His eyes
closed and opened again, proving to him that it wasn’t a mistake at all as the same sight
greeted him. The figures looked awfully human and appeared to be in a slow descent,
their heads scanning the fair grounds as if looking for someone. “I don’t think that those
are birds, son.” He lifted Billy off of his knee and held him close to his chest as he rose to
his feet.
Billy continued to yell with enthusiasm as what he believed to be birds advanced
towards them. It didn’t take long before Billy attracted the attention of people around
him, causing them to gaze up at the sky along with him. Interest spread like wildfire and
the Midway was soon deserted as people made their way to the center of the fairground to
get a better view, gesturing upwards and discussing what they were seeing with their
neighbors. Faces were focused and intense, awestruck and full of fear at the same time.
Children clutched their parent’s hands, wives inched closer to their husbands and
girlfriends scurried to find their boyfriends as it became clear that the figures in the sky
were indeed human and that both comforted and scared them all the same.
“I had no idea that they were going to be hiring a team of skydivers this year,” spoke
an anonymous male voice in the crowd. “This is awesome.”
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A wave of relief washed over the crowd and a collective sigh escaped their lips. Of
course they were skydivers, what else could they be?!?! Children loosened their grips and
wives went back to mingling and gossiping. Boyfriends and husbands were able to relax
and no longer had to be on guard for trouble; a few of them even looked irritated at all the
fuss that had been made over nothing.
As the figures got closer it became evident that the group consisted of four women
and three men. There were other features that were beginning to take shape about them as
well. Their eyes were completely silver, reflecting like small mirrors, and their
fingernails were abnormally long and sharp like the talons of an eagle. Most troubling
was the fact that there were no jet packs or parachutes to aid their flight – they did it all
on their own.
Travis stepped up, his girlfriend Beth at his side, and peered up at the sky.
“Something’s wrong. Everybody run – NOW!”
Travis’ words drew everyone’s attention back to the sky and this time they all had the
same exact reaction – pure and unadulterated fear. They listened and they ran, scattering
like roaches.
The figures picked up speed to where their descent now sounded like high pitched
screams being unleashed straight from the bowels of Hell. Smiles widened on their faces,
exposing five inch long fangs and snake-like tongues that flickered from their mouths.
Descending from the sky like missiles they struck their targets with laser guided
precision, working from the outside in as they picked off their prey.
A young kid named Jimmy Tibble and his girlfriend Sue were one of the first to feel
their wrath. Sue was holding his hand and trying to keep up with him as they both ran as
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hard as their legs would allow them to go. The two of them caught the attention of one of
the females named Sherona that had a long and lean frame with a head full of scarlet hair
that blew wildly in the wind. Maintaining an altitude of twenty feet above them she
already knew that their young hearts were powerful; she could hear the blood flowing
through their veins harder and faster in a direct correlation to their increasing fear. Saliva
dripped from her mouth as she anticipated the taste of their flesh – like that of a fine piece
of filet mignon. She locked in on Jimmy and then glided down on top of his back with a
surprising heaviness about her that wasn’t indicative of her petite frame, the force of
which caused both Jimmy and Sue to hit the ground.
Dazed, Sue struggled to make it to her feet. The right side of her head was throbbing
as she brought her hand up and winced as it made contact, feeling not only pain from the
gash but also the wetness and warmth from the blood that was streaming down her face.
She glanced over to see Sherona rip Jimmy’s head from his neck with a powerful grip
from her claws.
Sue let out a terrified scream, one that was lost amidst all of the other screams around
her. Gathering up her strength she got to her feet and began running, making her way
towards the stretch of trees to her north and trying not to look at all the carnage that
surrounded her on every side. Bodies and limbs were everywhere and the ground could
no longer soak up the amount of blood that was being spilled. Anguished voices were
being quickly extinguished as throats were grabbed and, in most cases, torn out
completely.
Sue closed her eyes and put her head down, no longer able to stomach what she was
seeing as she continued towards the trees. Suddenly she felt the ground shake in front of
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her. Opening her eyes she was instantly overwhelmed by the sight of Malachi, his
clothing soaked in blood, holding the lifeless body of the little boy that was making all of
the commotion earlier in one of his gigantic hands. She couldn’t move or stop from
watching, seeing Billy’s head gripped in Malachi’s other hand, his eyes and mouth frozen
open in one last moment of terror. Malachi lifted Billy’s body above his head and then
opened his mouth wide, his split tongue lapping at the blood that drained from Billy’s
neck into his waiting mouth. Once the last drop touched his lips he tossed the boy’s body
and head aside like trash and then rocketed over to another unfortunate victim that was
instantly ravaged.
Attempting to shake the image from her mind Sue looked straight ahead, realizing
that she was now only five more steps away from the cover that she hoped the trees
would provide. Her body would not stop trembling as she ran, each step feeling like ten.
Her breathing was heavy and she felt each beat of her heart rattle in her chest as she
progressed. Three more steps she thought. Two…
Her eyes widened from an intense shot of pain as one of the males called Grimble
flew down from behind and grabbed her by the ponytail. His powerful hands pulled her
backwards, causing her neck to snap and her jaws to clinch together so tightly that the
teeth in her mouth shattered from the impact. Her yell for help was silenced before it had
the chance to be heard. Grimble and one of his partners, a female named Angoria, began
to messily feed upon her, each of them ripping through a side of her neck. Blood from her
punctured artery sprayed up in the air like a mighty geyser and fell back into her eyes.
The last vision that Sue witnessed was that of a maroon colored sky as she slipped into
death.
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Done with Sue the two of them licked their lips and rose up to see Malachi, a male
named Strader, and Sherona looking over towards the east where the remainder of their
group, two females named Gethina and Kanice, were coming from. Gethina was leading
a bloodied Travis while Kanice drug an unconscious Beth.
Malachi grinned. “You two have done well.”
Gethina pushed Travis and he fell at Malachi’s feet, his face landing in a pool of dirt
and blood. Malachi knelt down in front of him. “Hi, Travis. You don’t know me but I
know an awful lot about you. There is something about you that I don’t know and I’m
going to need for you to give me the answer. I need to know who gave you the picture.”
“Did he send you?”
“You’re really not in a position to be asking me questions, boy. I’m going to ask you
one more time before I make you watch as I kill your girlfriend. So, who’s your source?”
“What’s the point? All you’re going to do is kill us anyway, whether I tell you or
not.”
“Have it your way.” He walked over to Beth and slapped her hard across the face a
few times to wake her up. “What’s your name, dear?”
“Beth,” she answered, still dazed.
“I want you to see something, Beth.” He extended his hand out to her but she was
reluctant to accept. “Don’t worry, it’s okay.”
She took his hand and he helped her to her feet, walking back over to Travis who was
now sitting up. Beth locked eyes with him and tears began to flow from her eyes.
“Is there anything that you would like to say to him before you die?” asked Malachi,
standing behind her now. “Maybe you can tell him that you love him one last time.”
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Her eyes got wide. “Travis…”
Malachi snapped her neck, spinning her head all the way around.
“No!!” cried out Travis as Malachi pushed her body to the side.
“Well Travis, it’s your call. Give me your source and maybe I don’t kill everyone left
in this bullshit town of yours. If you don’t then I’ll wipe this town off the map.”
“Go to Hell.”
Malachi cracked a smile before lifting his leg and kicking Travis squarely in the face,
busting it up like a tomato being smashed by a sledgehammer. Travis fell over, blood
erupting from the many fractures to his face, and Malachi let loose on him, raining down
kicks and stomps upon him until Travis’ body looked like marinara sauce.
When the kicking finally ended the seven of them stood and took a look around,
surrounded by the pile of dead bodies that was left in their wake. There were devilish
smiles on their faces as they admired their kills like the hunters that they were, marveling
at the awesome amount of destruction that they had managed to create in such a short
amount of time. As was natural since he was their undisputed leader, all eyes shifted over
to Malachi as he lifted his head ever so slightly, closed his eyes and then inhaled deeply
through his nose. His eyes opened and he then looked over towards the direction of a
portable bathroom that was a couple dozen yards away. “There’s one alive. Strader, bring
him to me.”
The one known as Strader gave Malachi a nod and then proceeded over to the
bathroom, his hulking frame that was slightly larger than Malachi’s moving with the
grace and finesse of a ballet dancer. He grabbed a hold of the door and peeled it from its
hinges to reveal a little boy cowering on the toilet with a wheelchair folded up next to
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him. His face was painted to resemble that of a vampire with fake blood spilling from the
corners of his mouth and his face covered in white powder except for under his eyes
where tears had washed it all away.
“Please don’t hurt me!” he cried out, fearing that his plea was going to fall on deaf
ears.
The boy’s begging brought a menacing smile to Strader’s face. “I’m not going to hurt
you but I can’t say the same for the rest of them.” He motioned over to the wheelchair.
“Do you need that to get around in?”
“Yes.”
Strader took the wheelchair and opened it up on the ground, lifting the boy from his
seat on the toilet and setting him down in it. For the first time he got to see what all the
screaming and commotion was about as Strader wheeled him over to Malachi and the rest
of the crew, maneuvering his chair through the blood and around the bodies. They came
to a stop in front of Malachi who towered above him and must have looked like a blood
soaked God.
Malachi got down on one knee to address the boy. “Do I scare you?”
The boy nodded his head up and down to signify yes.
“Good. Believe it or not people that are scared tend to have the ability to listen and
understand better than those that aren’t. I like to think that it has something to do with a
person’s will to survive. What’s your name?”
“Michael but my friends call me Mikey.”
“Do you have a lot of friends?”
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Michael looked around at the pile of dead bodies and then back up at Malachi. “I used
to.”
“My condolences. I, too, know what it’s like to lose friends and, like I had to do, you
will need to make new and better friends to replace them. Can my friends and I be your
friends, Michael?”
Michael slowly scanned the blood stained faces of Malachi and his friends. Deep
down he wanted to say no but he feared what would happen if he were to deny them.
“Sure.”
“We appreciate that, Mikey. Friendship is the best thing that you can give someone
and it’s something that the world is severely lacking in this day and age. How old are
you?”
“Nine.”
“Nine you say? Such a young one you are. It appears from your face paint that you
like vampires.”
“Yeah, I think that they’re cool.” His eyes took in the bodies before he continued.
“Are you a vampire?”
“Would you believe me if I told you that we were?”
“Yes. You definitely look like a vampire. I thought you guys didn’t exist.”
“You would be surprised at what really exists in this world, Mikey. People have been
brainwashed into thinking we’re not real but, as you can now see, we are definitely real.”
He ran the claw on his index finger over one of the wheels on the wheelchair. “What is
the reason that you are confined to this chair?”
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A look of anger briefly flashed across Michael’s face but it wasn’t so brief that
Malachi didn’t take notice of it. “I was in an off road accident last year with my father. I
was sitting in his lap while he was driving an ATV when he somehow lost control and
ran into a fence, sending me flying about fifteen feet down the path where I landed on my
back. The doctors told me that I would never be able to walk again.”
“And your father? Was he hurt?”
“A few cuts and bruises but that was about it.”
“That doesn’t seem fair, he being in the wrong but you having to do all the suffering.
The world is a very cruel place, don’t you think?”
“I don’t know what to think. I used to be angry about it but not so much anymore.
After it happened my parents told me that I was simply dealt a bad hand in life and that I
needed to make the most out of it.”
“Are your parents here?”
“My father is at home but my mother is over there…,” he answered, gesturing
towards a woman’s body that rested over near a teacups-styled ride, a large gaping
wound on her throat. “I can recognize the skirt that she was wearing.”
“Does that make you sad, seeing her like that?”
“No because she was a bitch anyway,” he said without hesitation.
Malachi grinned. “You know what, Mikey, I say that your parents were, and are, full
of shit. You should be angry; you should be fucking furious! Your father broke you and
your mother allowed it to happen.”
“It wasn’t his fault!” Michael screamed back at him.
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The rage that Michael displayed was pleasing to Malachi. “Wasn’t it? How does it
make you feel knowing that you’ll never be able to walk, never be able to drive, and
always being looked down upon and pitied like a puppy with a gimpy leg? Is that how
you imagined your life to be? Is that the life you want?”
Michael said nothing, electing to stare down at the ground instead.
“Answer me!!” demanded Malachi, his voice booming as he took his hand and forced
Michael’s head up. “Tell me how you feel. You hate him, don’t you? You hate the both
of them.”
“Yes,” he answered softly a few seconds later, a frightening look on his young face as
he was finally able to let go and release all of the weight that had been holding him down.
“I want to break him just like he broke me.”
The others smiled, knowing that Michael had just taken the bait – hook, line, and
sinker. Malachi caressed Michael’s face like he was own son. “I can provide you with a
new set of cards. I can heal you and make it to where you will no longer need a
wheelchair. You’ll have a new body that will be stronger than you could ever imagine.
How does that sound?”
“Really?” he asked, unable to contain his enthusiasm.
“I can make you a god, Mikey; no longer will you have to paint your face like a
vampire because you’ll be one. The only thing I ask from you is your loyalty.”
The idea of that thrilled him to no end. “Okay.”
The broad shouldered and intimidating Gethina walked up and stood beside Michael.
“Hello Michael,” she greeted him. “My name is Gethina.”
Michael looked up at her. “Hello.” He glanced over at Malachi. “Will it hurt?”
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“Just for a second,” he answered. “Once you’re ready it will begin.”
“I’m ready.” He closed his eyes and then exhaled, gripping his wheelchair tightly as
Gethina bent down and sunk her teeth into his neck, transferring her essence into him.
Michael’s body jerked forward and his back arched inward. The popping and stretching
sounds of his spine fusing together and mending itself was heard by each of them. His
eyes popped open, silver swirling through his iris and corneas until they filled in
completely, signaling the completeness of his transformation.
Her job complete Gethina backed away from Michael, licking the small drops of
blood from her lips with a troubled look on her face.
Malachi stood up and offered his hand out to Michael who took it and slowly rose
from the chair that had served as his prison for the past year. He looked down at his legs,
unsure at first if they would hold him up, but then smiling as they didn’t tremble or
weaken from his weight, instead supporting him like two strong pillars.
“How do you feel?” inquired Malachi as he let go of Michael’s hand.
“Invincible,” he replied, still marveling at his new body. He made fists with both of
his hands, feeling the layers of new muscle in his arms flex with each motion. Using his
tongue he ran it across the points of his fangs.
“Good. I believe that there was someone that you wanted to see.”
An evil grin crossed Michael’s face. “Oh yes.”
Insulated from the outside world Peter sat on the couch watching the Milwaukee
Brewers baseball game on television. Clean shaven and fit he was dressed in beige slacks
and a black Polo shirt, looking like he was about to go play a round of golf. A full can of
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Milwaukee’s Best beer was held in his hand while four empty cans sat on the table
between his propped up feet.
The screen door opened and Peter could hear the all too familiar sound of Michael’s
wheelchair as it rolled across the hardwood floor. Entering the living room it came to a
stop directly in front of the television, blocking his father’s view.
“Where’s your mother?” he asked, looking a bit uneasy as Michael stared a hole in
him with his lifeless eyes. He flirted with the idea that Michael somehow looked different
to him – something to do with his eyes, maybe – but he chalked that thought up to the
alcohol.
“She’s still at the fair,” he answered, never breaking eye contact with his father.
“Then how did you get home? I know that you didn’t roll all the way here on your
own.”
“I made some new friends and they gave me a lift.”
“Good for you; I’m glad that you were able to make some friends.” He was really
beginning to get the sense that something wasn’t right. “Is there something wrong, son?”
“Not anymore there isn’t, father.”
He swallowed the lump in his throat. “I meant to tell you that I had a little bit of free
time at work yesterday and, after getting approval from my boss, I was able to make a
few adjustments to the suit that I’ve been working on for you. It’s similar to a prototype
that we’ve been working on for the military, minus the weapons, of course. You’ll be out
of that chair soon enough and will no longer be my little roller derby.”
“I don’t like when you call me that,” he said, his voice getting deeper and more
guttural. “It really pisses me off.”
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“I’m sorry, son,” he apologized, starting to be afraid now, “I didn’t know how
strongly you disliked that nickname. I won’t ever call you that again. Do you mind
moving out of the way so that I can see the TV?”
Michael swung backwards and his fist connected with the television, shattering it into
hundreds of pieces.
Peter sat up on the couch, wide eyed and in shock. “What the fuck?!?!” He set his
beer down and stood up, looking on in disbelief at the smoke and sparks that continued to
bellow from his precious television. His anger level was at nuclear as he pointed a finger
at Michael. “Boy, I don’t know what’s gotten into you but you just signed your fucking
death certificate!”
“Fuck you,” Michael responded calmly which only served to infuriate his father even
more.
Taken aback by Michael’s new rebellious attitude Peter walked around the table and
stood in front of Michael, his finger now an inch away from Michael’s nose. “Listen you
little mother…”
Quick as lightning Michael’s mouth opened wide – wider than a human’s normally
would though Peter – and then bit down, his father’s hand disappearing inside of his
mouth. Peter instinctively pulled away, coming back with a blood streaming nub where
his fingers used to be. His eyes were the size of dinner plates and his body shook as he
looked down at Michael, watching in horror as his fingers were spit onto the floor like
shells from sunflower seeds.
Michael slowly rose up from his wheelchair, much to the surprise of his father. Upon
seeing this he began to backpedal, falling over the table and knocking the beer cans to the
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floor. Michael stood over his father and smiled, feeling good to have the upper hand on
him for once in life. Peter saw the fangs as they protruded from Michael’s mouth and
instantly knew that he was fucked. “What the fuck has happened to you?!?!”
Michael picked his wheelchair up and jammed one of the wheels into his father’s
throat, blood flying out of his mouth as his windpipe was crushed. Michael set the
wheelchair down onto the floor, blood dripping from the rubber of the tire. He lifted his
father up, his nine year old body now possessing the strength of three grown men. “I won
a great prize at the fair; can you guess what it was?” He tossed his father through the air,
sending him flying through the wall and crashing into the bathroom on the other side,
landing face down in the tub with a thud that knocked all of the wind out of him. He
started coughing, blood flying out of his mouth with each hack.
Michael casually stepped inside the bathroom from the hole that his father just
created and took a seat on the toilet. Watching his father as he struggled to get up he dug
into his pocket for a piece of bubble gum which he proceeded to pop into his mouth,
chewing it and blowing bubbles with a wicked smile on his face.
“This is quite the turn of events, huh? I mean, when the sun rose this morning who
would have thought that our roles would be reversed and the rabbit would be the one
holding the gun?”
Peter stumbled out of the tub, a painful yell struggling to emerge out of his smashed
in throat as his fingerless hand landed on the floor and sent an electrifying pulse of pain
through his body. He used his good hand to pull himself across the floor, leaving a trail of
blood as he tried to make it to the bathroom door.
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“You have no idea how much I’ve looked forward to this day,” he continued, still
watching his father crawl, “but I never thought that it would actually happen. What do I
do now? You always think about what you’re going to do until you actually get in the
position to do it and, when that time arrives, it’s like your mind goes blank.”
He stood up and walked over next to his father who had now managed to make it out
of the bathroom and into the hallway. “On the way here I wondered if I was even capable
of killing you. I knew that I wanted to but I wasn’t sure that, when I saw you, if I would
change my mind or not. I then had the thought that, instead of killing you, maybe I would
simply return the favor of the situation that you put me in. After a lot of back and forth I
finally came to a decision.”
He grabbed his father by the shirt, lifting him up over his head. “You used to be like
Superman to me, dad,” he told him as he stared him in the eye, “but then the accident
happened and it was like a light switch was flipped on and I could finally see the light
and come to the realization that you were no hero; you were a fraud wearing Superman’s
cape.” He brought his father’s back down upon his knee with both hands, cracking it and
shattering his spinal cord before tossing him onto the floor in a broken heap. “Goodbye,
father.”
A feeling of relief crept over him as he exited the bathroom and walked out the front
door to where Malachi and the others stood waiting.
“Well?” asked Malachi.
“He will die shortly; I want him to suffer first.”
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“Good.” Malachi turned around, surveying the remaining houses and businesses in
the town. “Our work here is not done. Find everyone that’s left in this town and kill them;
all of them.”
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Chapter 5

Martin Campbell sat inside the lobby of the VSL, or Vampire Savings & Loan as it
was known by a select few, nervously tapping his left hand against his leg. He was a
baby-faced man who looked to about forty-five with a head full of jet black hair that had
been slicked back like Pat Riley. Spying a piece of lint on his dark blue slacks he reached
down and plucked it off, wanting his outfit to be flawless as he attempted to make a great
first impression.
He glanced up to find a man walking towards him with a file tucked under his arm, a
man that had a generous smile on his face that helped to erase some of the uneasiness that
Martin was currently feeling. The man walked up and stood in front of him. “Are you Mr.
Campbell?”
Martin rose to his feet. “Yes I am.”
“Glad to meet you. My name is Demonte Hawkins and I’m going to be assisting you
today.” He extended his hand out to Martin and they shook, Martin being sure to give
him a very solid grip. “You look nervous – can I interest you in something to drink like
water or a soft drink?”
“I’m a little nervous but I’m okay.”
“There’s no need to be nervous,” he assured him. “Follow me, let’s see what I can do
for you.”
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Martin followed Demonte over to his cube and then took a seat. He took notice of a
picture of Demonte and a very pretty woman at a party of some sorts on Demonte’s desk.
“Is this your wife, Mr. Hawkins?”
He smiled at the mention of her as he sat down and looked over at the picture. “Yes
sir it is. Believe it or not today is our one year wedding anniversary.”
“Congratulations, Mr. Hawkins, your wife is absolutely radiant. You are a very lucky
man.”
“Thank you,” he replied, his cheeks turning from pale to light rouge as he blushed.
“She has made my life worthwhile. It’s not always easy to make it through life as a
vampire but she has helped to soften the blow considerably.”
“May I ask if you have, or plan to have, any children?”
“Not at this time we don’t. My wife and I have had several discussions about it and
we’ve come to the conclusion that the timing isn’t right. Until we no longer have to hide
what we are we shall refrain from having children. I’m not sure how things will be if
humans ever do find out that we exist.”
Martin nodded his head in approval. “I understand. It took a long time before my wife
and I decided to have children, also. May God continue to bless you and your family.”
“Thank you. As nice as it has been you didn’t come here to talk about me, Mr.
Campbell; we’re here to talk about you.”
“That we are.”
He opened up Martin’s file and then began typing information into his computer. “It
looks like you’ve had an account with us for a little over five years now.”
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“That is correct with never having a single overdraft charge or anything during that
time.”
“Yes, I can see that.” He looked from his computer over to Martin. “It says on your
application that you’re seeking a $5000 loan. Can you elaborate on the reason that you
need the loan?”
“Of course.” He sat up in his seat, making and keeping eye contact with Demonte.
“I’m a very proud man, Mr. Hawkins, and it is very hard for me to ask anyone for
anything. I recently used all the money I had in savings to get my daughter into college
and, as much as I wanted to ask my family for the money that I need, my pride wouldn’t
let me do it. I’ve always tried to live an honorable life, both as a vampire and when I was
human, but my family and I have been plagued by a series of bad luck recently. Some
vandals, humans I believe them to be, damaged both my vehicle and house, spray
painting the latter with words that I don’t dare mention. My car insurance covered the
damage to my vehicle but my home owner’s insurance would not cover all of the damage
to my house. I could sit here and speculate but, regardless of the reason why it was
declined, that is the reason I’m humbling myself in front of you today.”
Demonte shook his head up and down, knowing full well what Martin was talking
about. “I can understand and sympathize with you. Members of my wife’s family have
been targeted by vandals due to being…,” he made a set of quotation marks with his
fingers, “…different. It’s hard to sit back and be calm when what you really want to do is
rip them apart. I’m sorry, I guess that wasn’t very politically correct of me, was it?”
Martin smiled. “To me the term politically correct is an oxymoron. I can appreciate
your passion. Were you turned or born as a vampire, Mr. Hawkins?”
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“I’m a pure blood vampire, born in 1796.”
“Ah, I see. You’re still a young buck; you haven’t even hit your prime yet.”
“I hope you’re right about that.” He looked down at the open file, his eyes studying
the loan application. “You have a very stable work history; that’s good. I also see that
you are only requesting six months to pay back the loan – is that correct?”
“Yes, that is correct. I’m due to get a significant bonus in a few months and I just
need this loan to stabilize things until the bonus comes through.”
A grin crossed Demonte’s face as he looked over at Martin. “I like you, Mr.
Campbell. My job requires that I analyze numbers but on top of that, and probably most
importantly, it demands that I also gauge the person as well and I am pleased to say that I
get a good vibe from you. I’ve been doing this a while and sometimes a person’s credit
can be exemplary but there’s something about them that makes you reconsider the loan
and vice versa; a person’s credit may not be the best but they have a good aura about
them that will override the shortcomings of their credit. Long story short, I’m going to
approve your loan.”
He almost burst into tears. “You are truly a great man, Mr. Hawkins! You have no
idea how much this will help my family and I. You give me hope for the future of our
race. You are in my favor; anything you need you can count on me.”
“All that I ask is for you to pay your loan back and not make me look like an ass by
approving it.”
“Nonsense,” replied Martin. “You said that today is your anniversary, right?”
“Yes sir.”
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“You should take your wife to The Red Room and show her a good time that she’ll
never forget.”
“I would love to but I don’t even know where it is. The Red Room is legendary for its
secrecy. Sometimes I doubt if it even really exists – it’s mentioned in back rooms and
whispered about but no one seems to know anything about it.”
“Believe me, it does exist. I have a connection there and I will provide you with the
address. I can’t emphasize strongly enough that the information I’m about to present you
with should remain only with you and should not be discussed with anyone, your wife
excluded of course. There have been extreme repercussions for those with loose lips, not
that I believe that you would ever find yourself in that category.”
He reached over and grabbed a sticky note and a pen from Demonte’s desk, writing
down the word Strigo Embassy and then handing it to Demonte. “Go here and make sure
to wear something nice. They’ll be expecting you.”

*

The cold water from the faucet hit his face with a splash. Standing in front of the
bathroom mirror David Trusseau shut the water off and then lathered up his pretty boy
face with shaving cream. Picking up a razor he placed it underneath the sideburn on the
right side of his face and then slowly brought it down, stubble disappearing and revealing
smooth skin the color of school chalk underneath. As he went to rinse the razor he
quickly glanced over to the door and then smiled as he turned back to the mirror. “I know
you’re there, Jacquelyn.”
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A giggle was heard before she stepped from the side and into the doorway, looking
like a porcelain doll with her smooth white skin and rosy lips. She looked to about seven
and had a face that was brimming with mischief. “How did you know?”
“Because I’m your big brother and I know everything.”
“Yeah right.” She walked over and stood by the toilet, looking up at her big brother
who she obviously adored. “You getting ready for work?”
“That I am. What are you up to?”
“Nothing. I’m bored; can I stay in here with you?”
“Sure. Do you wanna help me shave?” She shook her head no so he turned away from
the mirror and looked down at her. “No? Why not?”
“Because I don’t want to cut you.”
“That’s ridiculous; come here.” He bent down and then lifted her up, setting her down
on the edge of the sink. He then handed her the razor and knelt down beside her so that he
could be level with her. “Alright, do you see where I already made the first stroke?”
“Yeah, I see it.”
“Good. Okay, now put the razor right next to that line.”
She placed the razor on his face. “Right here?”
“Almost.” He placed his hand on top of hers and guided the razor over to the right
about half an inch. “That should do it. Now, slowly pull the razor all the way down. Be
firm but don’t apply too much pressure.”
“Okay.” She did as he instructed her to do, leaving a perfect path of smooth skin on
his face. “How’s that?”
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He stood up and studied his face in the mirror after which he looked over at her as she
awaited his stamp of approval. “That is quite possibly the best shave that I’ve ever had.”
“You lie!!”
“No, I swear. You sure that you haven’t done this before?”
She laughed. “Can I do it again?”
“You certainly can; do it just like you did the last one.”
“Okay,” she said, more excitement in her voice this time. He faced the mirror again
and she placed the razor back against the side of his face. She scraped the razor down his
cheek, this time pressing a little too hard and driving the blades into his skin. The sight of
the blood frightened her, causing her to drop the razor into the sink where it splashed into
the water. “I’m sorry, I’m sorry!”
He quickly turned and attempted to console her. “It’s okay. Look, it’s almost gone.”
Peeking through the fingers that covered her eyes she saw that he was right, the blood
had already clotted and the cut was healing itself. Two seconds later his cheek was as
good as new, looking like nothing had ever happened to it.
“Voila, just like magic. See, you didn’t hurt me; I’m all better. Can you give me a
smile.”
She lowered her hands from her eyes and offered him a modest grin.
“You can do better than that.” He took the index fingers on both of his hands and
used them to gently jab her on the side of her stomach, causing her to explode with
giggles. “That’s my girl.”
*
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Demonte gently closed the door to his upscale apartment and set his briefcase down
on the floor next to the kitchen table. His ears picked up the sound of music coming from
the back room so he made his way towards it, loosening his tie as he made the journey.
He walked past the bathroom and the bedroom until he got to the office which is
where the music was originating from. Stopping and standing in the doorway, he watched
his wife as she sat at the computer reading an article on the internet. Her head bobbed up
and down to the beat as she sang along to Alicia Keys. Slow as a turtle and quiet as a dog
whistle he crept up on her until he was standing right behind her, placing his hands over
her eyes and causing her to jump in fright. He moved his hands as she turned in her chair
to face him.
“God I hate you sometimes!” she told him through a dimpled smile as she placed her
hand over her heart which continued to beat rapidly.
“It’s a good thing that you love me all the time then.”
“That is true.” She stood up and gave him a deep kiss which she then followed up
with a playful punch to his gut.
“Owww!”
“That’s for scaring me.”
“I guess I had that coming. Happy anniversary, Jada. I love you so much.”
She gazed lovingly into his eyes, a look of love on her bone colored face. “I love you,
too. It’s been a wonderful year.”
“True.”
“Dance with me.”
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“I would love to.” She placed her arms around his head as his hands found their way
to her waist and together they moved back and forth to the music. “You’re beautiful, did
you know that?
She blushed. “I’ve been told that once or twice. You’re not so bad looking yourself.”
“Why thank you.”
“You’re welcome. How was work?”
“Not too bad. I got the chance to talk about you a little bit today.”
“I hope that you had some good things to say. To whom were you talking about me
to?”
“A guy named Martin Campbell that I approved a loan for.”
“I’m happy to hear that you were thinking about me enough to talk about.”
“You know that you’re always on my mind. Hey, you still have that sexy black dress
that I like, don’t you?”
“I do; why do you ask? You didn’t go out and spend a lot of money did you? I told
you not to go overboard like you usually do with gifts.”
“I was good this time. What would you say if I told you that tonight we have a
reservation at The Red Room?”
She lifted her head off of his chest and eyed him in disbelief. “I would say that I
didn’t believe you. THE Red Room? How did you manage to do that?”
“To show his appreciation to me for approving his loan Mr. Campbell got us in. He
said that he had a connection there and that we needed to be sure to wear something nice.
Our reservation is at 7:00.”
“Do you believe him?” she asked, still questioning the possibility of this being real.
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“I have no reason to doubt him. He seemed like a real genuine guy plus I have all of
his information so, if he is lying, I can show up at his house and kick his ass.”
She chuckled. “You’re silly. I hope that it’s legit.”
“There’s only one way to find out. You better hurry up and get ready; time’s a
tickin’.”

*

The maroon Lexus pulled up in front of the valet stand at the Strigo Embassy hotel
where two impeccably dressed valets were waiting. As the car came to a stop one of the
two valets walked over and opened the driver’s side door while the other took care of the
passenger’s side.
Demonte emerged from the driver’s seat dressed in a fantastic black suit while Jada
stepped out from the passenger’s seat in a swanky black mini dress, matching stiletto
heels, and a silver necklace from which a deep red ruby in the shape of a heart hung from,
nestled between her pushed up bosom.
“Welcome to the Strigo Embassy,” the valet named Marco greeted Jada as he took
her right hand and assisted her from the vehicle.
“Thank you,” she told him as she straightened her dress.
“Good evening, sir,” the other valet, this one named Russell, addressed Demonte,
“welcome to the Strigo Embassy.” He gave Demonte a ticket to claim his vehicle and
then got into the car, driving it over to the valet parking area.
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Demonte pulled out his wallet and placed the ticket into it as he walked over and
stood beside his wife.
“Welcome to the Strigo Embassy,” Marco said to Demonte.
“Hello.” He pulled a ten dollar bill from his wallet and tried to pass it to Marco.
“Valet parking is a complimentary service provided to our valued guests and tipping
is not allowed here,” he politely told him, refusing the money. He opened the heavy glass
door that led into the lobby. “Enjoy your evening.”
“Okay,” replied Demonte, surprised by the valet’s words, “thank you.” Demonte
placed the cash back into his wallet and then stuffed the wallet inside the inner pocket of
his suit jacket. He took Jada’s hand and together they walked into the exquisitely
designed lobby, their shoes landing on eggshell colored marble. A golden bubbling
fountain provided the soundtrack as they absorbed the place, their heads rising in unison
as they stared up at the elevator that rose so high up in the air that the top floor could
have only been Heaven.
“Wow baby, this is nice.”
“That’s an understatement,” he told her, admiring the many great pieces of art that
adorned the golden wallpaper. He glanced over to the far left side of the lobby where
three reservationists – two women and a man – stood behind a counter. The two women
were busy helping guests while the man was free to simply smile at everyone that passed
through.
“Maybe he can tell us where to go,” remarked Jada as she followed Demonte’s eyes.
They made their way over to the counter, walking slowly as they continued to marvel at
all the sights.
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“How can I help you?” asked the gentleman, flashing them a smile that mostly
concealed the fangs in his mouth.
“Hi, I was told to be at this address at seven but I’m not sure that I’m in the right
place,” answered Demonte.
“Let me see what I can find. What’s your name?”
“It’s Demonte.”
He typed Demonte’s name into his computer and then looked back up at him with a
welcoming smile on his face. “Mr. Hawkins, of course; we’ve been expecting you. You
and your lovely wife are our special guests this evening.” He reached under the counter
and pulled out a keycard which he held out to Demonte. “We have you reserved for room
154.”
Jada and Demonte exchanged confused looks. “There must be some kind of mistake,”
explained Demonte. “We have a reservation for dinner not a room.”
“There is no mistake, Mr. Hawkins,” he told him, pushing the card into Demonte’s
palm. “Room 154 is going to be straight ahead and then you’re going to make a left at the
hall.”
Still baffled Demonte and Jada reluctantly did as they were told, heading through the
lobby and making a left at the hallway which was short and dead-ended into room 154.
They stopped in front of the door, both wondering what they should do next.
Jada’s eyes were fixed on the door. “Now what?”
“I don’t know; I guess we need to figure out what’s behind the door.” He placed the
keycard into the slot and then pulled it out, the light on the device changing from red to
green followed by the sound of the door being unlocked.
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Demonte placed his hand on the knob and then slowly opened the door into a room
that was cascaded by candle light. They stepped inside, their feet being cushioned by a
plush crimson carpet that covered every square inch of the floor. Off to the left stood a
lady behind a podium and next to her was an elevator.
“Welcome to The Red Room, Mr. and Mrs. Hawkins, and allow me to be the first to
wish you a happy one year anniversary,” she greeted them.
“Thank you,” answered Jada as they stepped up to the podium.
“May I have your keycard, please; you won’t need it any longer.”
“Sure.” Demonte passed the card to her.
“Thank you.” She placed the card down and then typed in a few numbers on her
keyboard. Once she did that the silver doors to the elevator slid open with a soft hiss.
“Please step inside,” she instructed them, waving towards the elevator. “It will take you
down to the restaurant.”
Demonte and Jada walked over and got inside.
“Enjoy your meal.”
The door to the elevator closed, leaving them all alone and full of curiosity as they
ran their hands along the smooth, brushed steel walls. There were no buttons of any kind
– it was as if they were inside of a test tube. They could feel a gentle shake as they began
their twenty second descent after which time the door opened to reveal a young woman
standing with her hands behind her back.
“Welcome, my name is Angela. Please follow me and I’ll take you to your table.”
They followed her through the restaurant, letting the sound of the man tickling the
ivories soak into their ears. The piano was the centerpiece of the room and of the tables –
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twenty-five in total, all of which were occupied except for one – surrounded it on all
sides. Each table was covered by a blood red tablecloth upon which a white vase with
three red roses sat.
Arriving at their table Demonte pulled Jada’s chair out for her and Angela took the
red napkin from the table and placed it across her lap, doing the same for Demonte once
he took his seat.
“I understand that this is your first time here.”
“Oh yes,” answered Jada as her eyes continued to scour the room and take in
everything.
“You’re in for quite a treat then. The Red Room prides itself on creating a cherished
and exclusive atmosphere for our patrons who are here strictly by invitation only and, in
cases like yours, are recommended to us by one of our members. Other than the
exclusivity, what really sets us apart from any other restaurant in the world is our one of a
kind cuisine.”
“Excuse me, Angela,” Demonte interrupted her, “but what exactly do you serve
here?”
“Humans,” she answered matter of factly.
“Oh,” replied Demonte, not expecting that to be her answer.
Before either of them could follow up with any more questions an older gentleman
dressed in an expensive looking navy pinstriped suit approached the table and stood next
to Angela. “Good evening Mr. and Mrs. Hawkins,” he addressed them in his heavy
French accent, “my name is Jean Carlos and I’m one of the managers here at The Red
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Room.” He shook hands with Demonte and followed that up with a kiss on Jada’s hand.
“How are you doing tonight? Well, I hope.”
“Very well,” replied Jada. “You have a wonderful place here.”
“Thank you. We strive to create a memorable experience for our guests.”
“Well you have definitely succeeded,” stated Demonte.
“Again, my thanks. My cousin Martin informed me that you had helped him out of a
bind and any friend of his is a friend of mine.” He looked over at Angela. “Will you bring
out two glasses and a bottle of Australian O Positive, please?”
“Sure.” She took off towards the back of the restaurant.
“Did Angela explain our menu to you?”
“Just that you serve humans,” answered Demonte. “You arrived before she had a
chance to get any further into it.”
“Okay, no problem. What we do here is cater to vampires who like the finer foods but
do not want or feel the need to have to…,” he paused for a second and thought over his
words, “… get it for themselves if you know what I mean. Due to the sensitive nature of
what we deal with and the level of discretion involved we don’t and can’t let just anyone
into our establishment. We are not an Arby’s or a Red Lobster that caters to the masses;
we have a higher standard here. All of our produce is fresh and we keep a nice selection
on hand at all times. Do either of you have a preference of a certain nationality that you
would like?”
“Wow, it’s been so long since I’ve had human meat that I really couldn’t tell you
what my favorite is,” answered Demonte. “What about you, babe?”
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“I was always partial to Caucasian meat, especially that of the younger women. I
don’t know what it is about them but their meat always seemed so much richer and tastier
to me. Do you have any of those in stock?”
“But of course we do. Would you like the same, sir, or do you have a different
preference?”
“I think I’ll have the same.”
“Very good. What I’ll do then is set you both up with our seven course sampler
platter which will provide you with a rich assortment of some of the tastiest pieces of
human flesh and organs including the heart, of course, as well as our version of sushi
rolls, a brisk salad with diced lung and, my personal favorite, liver tar-tar. Does that
sound okay?”
“Yes it does!” they both answered enthusiastically.
“Good, good.”
Angela returned to the table, two wine glasses held by their stem in one hand and a
corked bottle in the other.
“Excellent, the wine is here!” Jean Carlos took the bottle out of her hand while
Angela set a glass down in front of both Jada and Demonte. “This is my favorite of all the
wines that we have in house,” he said as he removed the cork and proceeded to fill their
glasses with the thick and deep burgundy colored blood. “I’ve found over the years that
Australians have a purer taste to them then any other nationality and the O Positive ones
have such subtle undertones to them that really help to bring out the flavor. Please try it.”
They each took a sip. “This is delicious,” remarked Jada as she licked the remnants of
blood from her lips. “I like that you serve it warm.”
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“We keep it at ninety-eight degrees so that it has that fresh from the jugular taste and
texture to it.”
Demonte took a second and much longer sip. “Truly fantastic. Drinking it makes me
feel so, so, so…”
“Alive?” asked Jean Carlos.
“Yes, that’s the word I was looking for, alive! I need to start pacing myself or I’ll end
up drinking the whole bottle.”
“No worries, Mr. Hawkins, drink as much as you like. You are a VIP guest and
everything is on the house tonight. If you happen to finish this bottle then we will provide
you with another. I have to make my rounds but Angela will make sure to take good care
of you. I will check back with you two later on.”
“Sure thing,” said Demonte, inclined to take another drink.
Jean Carlos turned his attention over to Angela. “They’re going to be having the
seven course sampler from our stock of young Caucasian women and see to it that they
have as much wine as they can drink and anything else they want.”
“Of course, sir.”
He turned back to Jada and Demonte. “I’ll leave you two now. Enjoy your meal.”

*

The kitchen area of The Red Room was running like a well oiled machine and there
was no wasted motion by anyone – everyone was professional and knew what their role
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was. The sound of food being plated could be heard along with the occasional chatter
amongst the cooks as they went about their business.
Angela stepped into the kitchen and handed a ticket over to the kitchen manager, a
short round man that was built like a tank.
“Thanks, Angie.” He quickly scanned the order and then turned towards his waiting
crew. “Listen up, new ticket in and this is for a special table so let’s make sure to get this
one perfect,” he called out loud and clear so that everyone could hear. “I need two seven
course CYG’s quick fast and in a hurry.”
“Yes chef!” they answered back.
One of the cooks looked around his station and then over to the prepping area where
David stood chopping up some carrots and red onions. “David!!” he yelled out.
David glanced over at him, wiping sweat from his brow. “Yeah?”
“Can you grab me a CYG from the cooler?”
“Sure.”
David left his area, making a right over to where a massive walk-in cooler was
located. A blanket of cool air with an aroma of fear and human waste hit him as he
opened the door. Inside, a walkway went straight down the middle and on each side was
cages in which humans, all still alive, were kept. The cages were thin and only allowed
their prisoners to stand and nothing else. Their hands and feet were bound like they were
hung on a cross and their mouths were gagged, though it didn’t stop them from trying to
scream out.
This scene was nothing new for him but it didn’t stop his heart from dropping just as
the temperature did every time that he stepped foot inside here. He quickly surveyed the
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captives, a group that was as diverse as any that you would find at a mall or any other
public place on any given day of the week. Traveling down the walkway he purposely
kept his eyes low, trying not to make eye contact with any of them; it was already bad
enough that he could hear their cries and he didn’t want to compound that feeling by
witnessing the anguish on their faces, too.
Near the back he found what he was looking for, a young white teenage girl with
curly blond hair and an amazing set of blue eyes – it was Jessica. He allowed himself to
make eye contact with her and forced himself to hold it for almost a full minute, his heart
full of remorse. He thought that she looked somehow familiar to him but he couldn’t
place from where he may have seen her. He tried to imagine what she must have been
feeling and who she may have been before she ended up here. Was she someone’s sister,
daughter, favorite aunt maybe? Whatever she may have been it didn’t matter now; all she
would be now was missed.
“I’m sorry,” he told her as he got behind her cage and began to wheel it out to the
kitchen to be cut up and served. She tried to scream but the effect was minimal as the gag
muffled it all. A stream of urine rushed down her leg and left a trail on the floor as they
exited the cooler.

*

It was dark inside Jacquelyn’s room except for a small sliver of light from the living
room that took the edge off of the darkness. She was curled up under the covers, her
favorite teddy bear – named Teddy, of course – lying next to her and the reflection of the
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light off of her eyes letting it be known that she was still very much awake. She laid there
for a few minutes but then sat up at the sound of the front door opening, hearing the
sound of her brother’s voice as he greeted mom and dad and then made his way towards
his bedroom. On his way he had to pass her room and she called out to him as he did.
“David.”
He stopped in front of her door and pushed it open a little bit. “You still awake,
munchkin?” He entered the room, setting his bag of work clothes down by the door as he
went over and sat down on the bed next to her. “It’s late; you should have been asleep
hours ago.”
“I know but I don’t like going to bed without telling you goodnight first.”
“That’s sweet of you.”
“Did you have a good time at work?”
“I’ll let you in on a little secret – nobody has a good time at work, that’s why they call
it work instead of play.”
“It’s gotta be fun sometimes, right?”
“Sometimes but very rarely.”
“What kind of work do you do? You never talk about it.”
“It’s not really something that I enjoy talking about. Maybe when you’re older we can
discuss it but not right now. I will let you know that I work at a restaurant, though.”
“Is it a McDonald’s?” she asked, her eyes sparkling at the thought of the golden
arches.
“No, silly girl,” he told her, a smile on his face. “Believe it or not there are other
places to eat at besides McDonald’s.”
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“Do you have a lot of friends there?”
“I wouldn’t call them friends; they’re more like associates.”
“What’s the difference?”
“Well, associates are people that you only deal with at work but your friends are the
people that you talk to and hang out with after work. For example, all the kids that you go
to school with aren’t your friends but you probably talk to a lot of them, right?”
“Yeah.”
“Okay. I know that you do have a few that you do talk to after school as well like that
little girl Polly Campbell that you walk home with after school. She would be considered
your friend while everyone else would be considered an associate of yours, though you’re
a little too young to really have associates. Does that make sense?”
“Yeah, I think so. Are there any humans at your job or is it all vampires?”
There were a few seconds of silence as he stared at her, reflecting on the cages full of
humans and what happened after they were taken out of the cages. “There are a few
humans but not too many,” he told her, brushing hair away from her face.
“Are they nice to you?”
“They’re ok. Why do you ask?”
“Because I overheard mom and dad talking about humans after I got in bed. Dad
called them animals and said that it was only a matter of time before they found out about
our species and then turned on us. Why would they do that? Are humans really that bad?”
“First of all, all humans aren’t bad. You shouldn’t let dad’s opinion of them mold
what you think about them. You may come to find out that you like humans and they may
treat you wonderfully. All people, regardless of whether they are human or vampire, have
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the same ability to be good just as they do to be bad. If you stereotype a whole race of
people then you miss out on a lot of positivity that they may have and the ability to learn
something from them that you may have never known. As to why they would fear us, it’s
a combination of things. They would fear us because we’re different from them and
because we’re stronger than they are. If they took the time to get to know us then they
may grow to like us.”
“Do you ever want to be human?”
“No, I’m very happy with who I am. I take it that you’ve had that thought?”
“Every now and then it will cross my mind.”
“You should be proud of what you are – you’re a very beautiful little lady. That’s
something that you should always remember. Now, I need you to lie down and get some
rest; it’s very late. We’ll talk some more tomorrow.”
“But…”
“But nothing.” She reluctantly laid down and he pulled the covers up tight around her
before leaning over and planting a kiss on her cheek. “I’ll take you to get some ice cream
tomorrow, okay?”
“You promise?”
“I do but only if you go to sleep like a big girl.”
“Okay, I will.”
“Good. Sweet dreams.”
“Goodnight.”
“Goodnight angel.”
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He rose up from the bed and walked out of the room, picking up his bag of clothes as
he left. Jacquelyn turned over and closed her eyes, visions of a triple scoop sundae in her
head.
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Chapter 6

“Excuse me,” said the man as he walked through the aisle, bumping into Brandon’s
arm as it stuck a little out from the armrest.
Brandon looked up to find that the man who had bumped into him was none other
than Timothy Columbus. He stood up. “No, excuse me. You’re Timothy Columbus,
right?”
It felt good to be recognized. “Yes I am.”
Brandon stuck his hand out and Timothy shook it. “I just wanted to tell you that I’m a
big fan of yours. You are what this country needs.”
“Thank you. What’s your name?”
“Sorry, it’s Brandon; Brandon Sullum.”
“Thanks, Brandon, I appreciate the support.”
“You’re welcome. I don’t want to be one of those fans that makes things
uncomfortable so I’ll let you get back to your seat.”
“No problem; take care.”
Brandon sat back down, a smile on his face as he watched Timothy take his seat two
rows in front of him. This was turning out to be a pretty good day.
Around the office he was known as the Bird Man. He loved to fly – sixty percent of
his work week was spent either in the air or in an airport – but, other than times like now
when he seen a celebrity, he absolutely detested flying first class; it was against
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everything that he stood for. He considered himself a man of the people and he liked
being around them – the normal everyday people, not sitting up here with these snobs
who would look at you like you had two heads if you told them that you would rather
have a chili dog instead of caviar on a stinking cracker.
He had decided a long time ago to stop objecting to the company about their choice of
seats for him because they always insisted upon sticking him in first class regardless of
the arguments he made against it. It wasn’t like he was going to get to Los Angeles any
faster if he rode in first class compared to business or coach. He was here now so there
was no need to think about it any further as he leaned back in his fine leather seat,
loosened his tie, and thought about all the money that they were wasting. He couldn’t lie,
though, the leather seats were almost worth all the headache that was involved.
“Sir?” asked one of the flight attendants, sneaking up on him and interrupting his day
dream.
He sat up to find a thin middle-aged woman patiently waiting for him with a pen and
a small notebook in her hand. “No thanks…,” he glanced at her badge, “…Rochelle, I’m
fine.”
She nodded and moved on to the next passenger as Brandon started to think about
how the upcoming meeting would go. He was good at his job, all modesty aside, and had
convinced many reluctant executives before on the benefits of going green but he had a
feeling that this company would be a tougher nut to crack. Tough nut or not it all came
down to one thing in the end; if you could convince a company that by spending a little
money now to become more environmentally friendly that they would make a lot of
money in the long run then you were golden.
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The plane bobbed up and down as the turbulence continued to get worse. The
unsettling motion of the plane caused a few of the passengers, Brandon being one of
them, to grab their armrests with a death grip until it subsided. No matter how much he
flew turbulence always got to him.
The pilot’s voice came on through the cabin – it was calm unlike the air in which they
were flying through. “This is your pilot speaking. I apologize for the rough patches of air
in which we’ve been hitting but I’m quite sure that we have now passed through the
worst of it and the remainder of the flight should be smooth sailing. As a precaution I’m
going to leave the Fasten Seatbelts sign on so please keep your seatbelts on and try to
remain seated as much as possible. Thank you and enjoy the rest of your flight.”
Brandon hoped that the pilot was right because he needed as few distractions as
possible in order to get himself in the zone to land this deal, one which would guarantee
his job and his company’s future for the next couple of decades. Reaching down he
pulled his laptop from its case under his seat and then cut the power on. After it finally
booted up he flipped through the PowerPoint slides of his presentation that were saved on
his desktop, rehearsing in his mind the answers to the questions that he anticipated they
may ask.
Something happened and, from the way it sounded, it wasn’t good. It felt like a
shockwave had rocked the plane, beginning in coach and working its way all the way up
to first class. The plane shook so violently that it caused Brandon’s laptop to fly off his
lap and into the aisle where it crashed against the cockpit door. A gasp was elicited from
many of the first class passengers while screams could be heard coming from the back of
the plane.
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Heads swiveled in all directions to try and find out what was going on. Suddenly the
oxygen masks dropped from the ceiling and everyone began to put them on but that all
came to a stop when an army of people rushed from the rear of the plane into first class,
all looking like they had just seen the Devil in the flesh. Shouts of terror continued from
the coach and business class arrivals and most had various amounts of blood on them
though not all of it was their own. The first class passengers were awestruck.
One of those dumbfounded first class passengers that sat across from Brandon, a
solidly built gentleman named Todd that looked like the type that had some sort of
background in the military, stood up and grabbed one of the ladies from the rear of the
plane by her shoulder, spinning her around so that he was face to face with her. “What
the hell is going on back there?!?!”
She was distraught and sobbing uncontrollably, her mind about to snap and deliver
her right to the front door of a nervous breakdown at any moment. “A man…,” she said
through her tears, “… there’s a man that came through the plane and he’s killing
everyone! Somebody’s gotta stop him or we’re all going to die!!”
Todd’s face lost all color; this wasn’t supposed to be happening he thought to
himself. He eased the woman down into the seat that he had been occupying and then
looked around for someone to back him up. His eyes landed on Timothy. “I need you
right now!”
“I don’t think so,” shot back Timothy as he looked over his seat towards the back of
the plane, scared to death. “I report the news not make it.”
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“Fucking coward.” He next looked over to Brandon. “You,” he called out, pointing
his right index finger at him. “I need you to come with me!!” He bent down and retrieved
a gun from the holster that was strapped to his left ankle.
Brandon stood up, his eyes following the gun in Todd’s hand. “How did you get that
on board?”
“I’m an air marshal, that’s how,” he explained, stepping into the crowded aisle.
“We’re about to go find out what the fuck is going on back there. Stay behind me until I
tell you otherwise, got it?”
“I gotcha.”
“Okay, let’s roll.”
Brandon followed behind Todd as they began to make their way to the back of the
plane. As he stared straight ahead he thought about how for all of his life he had been a
coward but now, at this very moment, this was his chance to hit the reset button and
become a new man.
They cautiously walked beyond the partition that separated first class from everyone
else and they were instantly mortified by what they saw. Bodies were everywhere, some
still strapped to their seats with their throats slit or faces bashed in. The floor looked like
the Red Sea as blood continued to spill and pool all over the place.
Brandon looked up and was able to see the sky, blue as a robin’s egg it was, through a
five foot round hole just to the left of the center of the plane. Limbs and body parts, along
with paper, cups, and debris were flying up and behind sucked out of the hole like candy
from some kind of grotesque piñata. The planes engines were roaring loudly as they tried
to stabilize the massive machine.
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Todd stopped at the sight of Strader standing in the middle of the aisle, surrounded by
the mangled corpses of the passengers and crew that either tried to be courageous and
fight or were simply too slow to escape. Two brave men, the last one’s left alive, were
trying their best to fight him off and, in the process, were not allowing Todd a clear shot
with the gun that he was holding, ready to let shots off. One of the two men had the
bottom part of a seat in his hand that had been ripped from the floor of the plane and was
using it to strike at Strader while the other man possessed a fire extinguisher which he
alternated between hitting and spraying Strader with. Much to the man’s dismay the
extinguisher ran out of spray and, in the split second that he took to look down at it,
Strader pounced on the opportunity, lifting the man up and tearing him in half like a
phone book. The fresh blood soaked the inside of the cabin and sprayed into the face of
the guy with the chair, causing him to drop it and attempt to clear his vision. Strader
grabbed him and threw him through the right side of the plane where he was
subsequently sucked through the engine, flames now shooting out of it like a dragon with
a bad case of heartburn.
Brandon looked on in fear as Strader now focused on him and Todd, seeing his
reflection in his silver eyes. Todd, sensing his opportunity to do something, unloaded on
Strader and emptied the entire clip into his hulking body. The shots fired loudly one after
the other, the confined space amplifying the noise. BLAM! BLAM! BLAM! BLAM!
BLAM! BLAM! BLAM! Each shot caused Strader to take a step or two back but, no
matter what, he refused to go down. The seven holes in him bled for a few seconds before
the wounds started to heal and close up.
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Strader leaned back and then took a deep breath before letting out a yell that shook
the plane; a yell that was fueled by nothing but pure anger. He opened his mouth wide
and both Brandon and Todd could see the killing instruments contained within his mouth.
He rocketed towards them and Todd tried to brace himself, much like a linebacker
waiting for a running back to bust through the line and hit him, but he was no match for
Strader as his sharp claws ripped him to shreds, spilling his entrails onto the ground in a
sickening splat.
Brandon, forgetting all about being a hero, turned and attempted to flee but instead
slipped in a pool of blood and landed face down on the floor. “Shit!” was the last word he
ever spoke before his world turned black. He never saw the hand go in but he could feel
his torso being penetrated and the excruciating pain that followed it. His whole body
went limp as the last thing his brain registered, before he transitioned to death, was his
heart being jerked out of his chest through his back.
Strader held the heart in his massive hands, holding it the same way that someone
would hold a Big Mouth-style hamburger, trying to decide where to take the first bite. He
proceeded to devour it, needing only two bites to make it disappear. Done with the
appetizers he looked towards the front of the plane, realizing that he still had a few more
side dishes to sample before he got to the main course. He methodically made his way
towards first class, listening to the cries of the passengers, their fear powering the beating
of their hearts as they cowered in their seats with nowhere to run.
He stepped through the partition, everyone’s heads whipping around to see who was
going to emerge. He relished their fright - it was like a shot of adrenaline to him. You
could see it on their faces as they eyed Strader – that Oh shit! moment that was engraved
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on all of their faces. They got up from their seats and ran towards the cockpit, banging
furiously on the door. Some got trampled beneath the feet of their fellow passengers, their
bodies crushed into bloody pulps; they were the lucky ones. Those that remained felt the
fury of Strader’s teeth and claws penetrating their flesh until there was nothing left of
them but blood and broken bodies, save for one who was had been left unscathed.
Timothy turned around with his back against the cockpit door, his body trembling as
Strader walked up to him, kicking bodies out of the way.
“I’m here to deliver a message.”
“This is about the Vice President, isn’t it? Did he send you to do all of this?”
“That he did. You’ve gotten yourself into some very deep water and I’ve been sent to
make sure that you drowned.”
“We can work this out! On my next show I will retract what I said and offer a
complete apology; whatever you want.”
“I’m afraid that it’s not going to be that simple.” He reached out and grabbed
Timothy by the jaw and then violently pulled down, ripping the bottom part of it off.
Timothy fell to the ground clutching his face, his hands gripping nothing but muscle,
tendons, and gristle.
Strader stepped over him and then took hold of the cockpit door, ripping it away like
wrapping paper on a gift. He tossed it backwards, leaving the pilot and co-pilot
completely exposed in the cockpit. The co-pilot was communicating with air traffic
control on the ground but stopped at the sight of Strader. He attempted to rise up from his
seat but a quick swipe from Strader’s right hand left him slumped over in his seat with
half of his face missing and his blood streaking across the cockpit window. The pilot
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quickly reached over to his left in the hopes of reaching his pistol – he felt that he would
fail but he had to try it regardless. Strader pulled him back and then bit deep into his
neck, the plane banking powerfully to the left as the pilot flopped around in his seat
trying to cling to life.
Strader wiped the pilot’s blood from his chin and then gazed out of the window,
seeing that the plane was heading straight for the side of a mountain. He calmly walked
back to the rear of the plane and jumped through the hole he had entered through. Outside
he hovered in the air like a bloody angel, watching with fascination as the plane collided
into the mountain with a thunderous BOOM, erupting into a massive fireball that warmed
Strader’s skin and rocked the earth. Mission accomplished.
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Chapter 7

The headline was big and bold, screaming out to be read – Another Terrorist Attack!
Underneath the headline was a black and white image of the smoking debris from the
plane crash which served to accentuate the direness of the words above it.
Sitting at the kitchen table and wrapped in a pink robe Amy couldn’t believe what she
was reading. She took a bite of her toast, wrapped her olive-toned fingers around her
mug, and took a long sip of strong black coffee. Setting the mug back down her mind
began to race with an infinite number of questions, none of which had any answers. Two
apparent terrorist attacks had been committed in less than forty-eight hours and the
motivation for them remained unclear. Between the town of Hollis being wiped out and
the crash of Flight 365 there were over 3,700 fatalities…, and for what?

*

A small town south of Chicago kept receiving reports of large animals being attacked
with their carcasses half eaten and drained of blood. The few that had managed to survive
eventually had to be euthanized due to the extensive damage they had suffered. The
shredded skin and the depths of the tears were claw-like which led the local authorities to
believe that it was some kind of animal which, by the teeth markings, was very strong
and vicious with a powerful bite. The assumption was quickly made that the animal was
more than likely wild and had somehow been brought into the country illegally and had
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then escaped or had been let loose after having become too big to take care of. Once it
was caught they hoped to be able to find out who and where it had come from.
Three weeks after the first animal assaults the attacks escalated and humans were now
being targeted. Prostitutes and homeless people were being picked off and found with the
same types of markings as the animals before them but, unlike the animals, no humans
were ever found alive. Other people simply went missing, heading out of their house on
the way to the store or to the park and never heard from again. The idea of an animal
being responsible was dismissed and the focus shifted to someone in the community. The
north east section of the town was setup with a strict night time curfew as the attacks had
all been confined to that area. Residents were on edge and the police were being
pressured to hurry up and solve the case.
Behind the news desk that evening, live on the air with hundreds of thousands of
people expecting her to inform them of what was happening, Amy appeared calm but in
actuality she was overcome with anxiety. “We’re sorry to interrupt your regularly
scheduled programming but we are going to take you out live to the town of Peoria where
authorities have surrounded the person they believe to be the perpetrator of the recent
human and animal attacks.”
A news helicopter circled high above a red barn, flashing its powerful searchlight at
the open door and shedding some much needed light inside. On the ground a SWAT team
was setup around the perimeter, four of them approaching the barn with caution while the
remaining members anxiously stood guard.
The image on the screen kept going in and out of focus as the news camera adjusted
to the light and the movement of the chopper. “It’s hard to see exactly what’s happening
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on the ground but we do have confirmation now that there is someone inside the barn,”
came Amy’s voice as she provided commentary to go with the images.
The four members of SWAT continued their slow approach, flashlights waving as
they tried to get a better view. The two leading the charge visually signaled to each other
and then entered the barn while their backups stayed by the entrance, guns drawn at the
ready.
“If you’re just tuning in we are following the attempted capture of the person believed
to be responsible for the death of at least seventeen people and dozens of animals over the
last few weeks. This same person is also believed to be connected to the spate of missing
people during this same period. SWAT and local members of the police department have
setup a perimeter around the building and … OH MY GOD!”
The image was lost for a second but quickly came back into focus. The camera
zoomed in and the sound of shots could be heard coming from the two SWAT members
inside of the barn.
“Shots have been fired! Shots have been fired! We’re trying to find out exactly what’s
going on down there,” continued Amy.
Amy held her breath at the sight of an albino looking man, naked as the day he was
born, sprinting out of the barn. His yell was savage and the sheer speed by which he
moved was nothing like a humans. The two members of SWAT that had entered the barn
emerged with blood dripping down their face and their guns blazing while the rest of the
team started to let off shots as well, the bullets being absorbed into the man’s body.
Acting like a wounded animal the man lashed out at the SWAT team, grabbing the
one closest to him and sending him crashing into the side of the SWAT van. The rest
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couldn’t react quick enough as the man leapt over onto another and ripped out his throat,
their shots missing him as he hopped from one to the other, striking each of them with
death blows until they were all on the ground. He looked up at the spotlight that flashed
down upon him from the helicopter and winced, holding his right hand up to shield his
eyes. Becoming visibly annoyed he picked up one of the dead SWAT members and flung
him towards the chopper, hitting the cameraman and coating the lens of the camera with
blood. The station quickly cut back to a shot of Amy as she sat stunned, staring blankly
ahead.
The next day something was discovered approximately twenty miles from the barn.
By the time the press was alerted the scene had been contained and was completely under
wraps by the FBI. No one was permitted to see what was under the massive blue tent that
had been erected but people had their suspicions about what it was. Watching from the
comfort of the newsroom Amy could only shake her head in disbelief. She believed that
this was all an attempt by the government to keep the whole event quiet but it didn’t stop
wild stories from circulating in all of the blogs and tabloid magazines. She knew what she
saw and that, whatever it was, it definitely wasn’t human; no one could tell her or make
her think otherwise.

*

A few months had passed. Amy, like millions of people in America and around the
world, had her eyes glued to the television. The President of the United States was about
to address the world and the reason for it was unknown. Dignitaries and leaders from
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most every nation in the world, even those like North Korea that the United States had
previously been in conflict with, sat inside the room in a unified front and waited for the
President to make his entrance. Whatever it was that he was going to discuss must have
been huge as this level of unity was unprecedented.
President Preston Clark appeared looking more like a movie star than a politician. He
was fit, trim, and walking with an air of authority like he was the descendant from the
Kennedy or Rockefeller clan. Vice President McDonnell accompanied him up the red
carpet walkway and then took his spot off to the right as the President stood in front of
the bank of microphones. Flash bulbs went off as the President gazed around the room at
everyone and gathered his thoughts.
“Good evening,” he started off, his voice clear, concise, and even. “My fellow
Americans and friends watching all across this great world of ours, I come to you tonight
with a message of great importance that will have a profound effect on each and every
one of us. Through extended counsel with members of my administration as well as with
leaders across the globe, the majority of which are present here in this room right now,
we are here to reveal one of the biggest revelations in all of mankind that, due to
measures of national and world security, has been kept secret from you for quite some
time. Make no mistake about what I’m about to tell you – we are about to cross a
threshold, one that will never be the same afterwards; after tonight we will no longer be
able to put the genie back into the bottle. I’m telling you this not only as the President of
the United States but, most importantly, as a member of the human race.”
The world essentially came to a standstill as the words from the President captured
everyone’s attention, especially the part about being a member of the human race. The
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phrase sounded so awkward coming out of his mouth. Of course he was a member of the
human race – what other race could there be? They continued to listen, hanging on his
every word.
The President took a quick sip from the bottle of water that was tucked away inside
the podium before he continued. “The last month or so has been trying and have provided
me with many sleepless nights. I know that you’ve been asking yourself if there any
truths to all of the reports concerning what has been labeled as inhuman activity by
certain members of the press. I’m here to tell you that, as a matter of fact, the reports are
true; we are not alone.” He paused to allow his words to sink in. “I’m now going to turn
this over to one of my closest friends, Vice President McDonnell, who has a little more
insight on the issue.”
The President took a few steps to his right and out of the view of the camera as Vice
President McDonnell took his place behind the podium, staring directly into the camera
as flash bulbs once again went off. There was to be no playing around with him – he was
ready to get right down to business. “The President has spoken very well of mankind and
from what I have observed over my many years I can wholeheartedly second those
statements.” He shifted nervously behind the podium before leaning forward, his hands
together and fingers joined. “As I stand here addressing you I’m doing so not only as the
Vice President…,” he paused and exhaled, “… but also as the leader of the Vampire
Nation.”
Everyone in the room and all those listening and watching across the world – every
race, gender, ethnicity, and religion – fell silent at McDonnell’s words. Was he serious?
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People turned and looked in awe at their neighbors, wondering if this was some kind of
elaborate joke. If it was a joke the punch line never came.
“Yes, vampires are real but we should not be feared by humans,” he continued. “We
have quietly lived amongst you for quiet some time now. As vampires we have always
known that this day would eventually come and, as such, we took measures that we felt
and hoped would get the idea of having us residing side by side with you a little easier to
accept and wrap your minds around. At the same time we understand that this is not
going to be something that will happen overnight; these things will take time just as it has
taken time for the likes of African Americans and homosexuals to be accepted into
mainstream society. This is something that we have anticipated and are prepared to work
at on our end for the greater good of both us and humans.
“It is hardly a coincidence that the mythology and romanticizing of vampires has
been able to survive for so long with never having a significant dip in our popularity. In
films, books, television, video games, graphic novels, and every other form of media,
stories involving vampires have hands down been the most dominant of any subject. This
is not to say that it has only been vampires who have been the purveyors of these stories
as there have been plenty of humans who have taken the stories we’ve put out to the
masses and used them to create fascinating tales that have only helped to propel our
image. With our popularity being at an all time high and due to the events that have
unfolded over the last month, of which I will go into further detail shortly, it has let us
know that now is the time to make ourselves known to the world.
“The history of vampires is a long and proud one. For roughly five thousand years we
have been here and for most of that time the relationship between humans and vampires
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has been an advantageous one for us but, just as humans have evolved from apes we, too,
have taken the next step in the process and have evolved from humans. Was there a time
when we looked upon humans as a source of food? The answer to that question is yes but
that should be looked at no differently than what humans currently do today with the
likes of cows, chickens, deer, etc…, etc… As we vampires have continued to evolve, it
has no longer become necessary for us to need the blood of humans; we are now more
than capable of surviving just as you do so you do not need to have the thought or fear in
your mind that vampires will one day revert back to our old ways. With that in mind I
would now like to address the incident that really provided the catalyst for this
announcement.
“Before I begin I would like to preface what I’m about to say by stating that we
vampires are just like you. What I mean by that is just like humans there are a good
number of us and, no matter the best intentions that we as a race or group of people may
have, there are always going to be a few sheep in the flock that shame their family and
reflect poorly on the group as a whole. Having said that I encourage you to try and not let
past transgressions serve to negatively cloud your mind on a whole race of people that
want nothing more than to live outside of the shadows and fringe of society as we have
had to do for as long as we’ve existed on this earth. Getting back to the catalyst that I
spoke of earlier, the sheep that strayed from our flock – the very one that you have seen
countless times on television, online, and splashed across the papers – was named
Emanuel Brea. This rogue element of our society, who we most certainly believe to have
been working alone, is now deceased as some of you may have already speculated. I will
not discuss the exact nature of his death but I will assure each and every one of you that
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the situation was taken care of internally and that we do not expect to have any more
disturbances of this magnitude again.
“Like the President mentioned before, now is the time for acceptance and not just by
humans but also by vampires as well. Both groups must be diligent and realize that we
are walking a very high tightrope together and if we do not support and uphold each other
then all of us will fall and I fear what lies at the bottom will be far worse than any of us
can imagine. I’ve said this before but it bears repeating – we’re not the enemy; we are
just like you. Thank you and good night.”
The President and Vice President walked side by side out of the room and away from
the flashing cameras and calls from the reporters with their millions of questions that, for
now, would go unanswered. The world was left to reel from this event and, just like the
President said, it would never be the same again.

*

Amy had one of the best seats in the world as five days a week over the next five
years she got to sit behind her news desk and deliver all of the news that concerned the
gelling of humans and vampires into one functioning society. Everyone was
understandably cautious and the world moved with the speed of baby steps.
As was to be expected, the first year was the worst. There seemed to be a new protest
sparking up everyday, most of them peaceful, but some turning violent. It was like the
Civil Rights Movement all over again, but ten times worse. There was so much hatred
and venom being spewed forth, all of it based on nothing but fear.
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The world was divided straight down the middle in their opinion on how to deal with
vampires and that extended all the way up to the highest levels of government as well.
The United States was quick to act, spending hundreds of millions of dollars to create
super-enforced prisons that exclusively housed vampires as the prospect of housing
vampires with humans was deemed an unnecessary risk. Changes were made to existing
laws and, in many cases, new laws had to be written as some of the existing laws for
humans did not pertain at all to vampires. The rights that vampires could and could not
have were major hot button issues and vampires were afforded some, but not all, of the
rights that humans possessed. It became illegal to discriminate in any way when it came
down to hiring practices, purchasing a home, medical care, etc…, etc… The right to vote
and the recognizing of marriage involving vampires, be it between two vampires or
between a vampire and a human, was not recognized, though.
Since no one, not even their leaders, knew exactly how many vampires there were in
the world – some put the estimates as low as 15,000 and as high as 55,000 – the death
penalty was created as a deterrent for vampires who were convicted of turning a human
into a vampire. No appeal or pardon was to be given, instead the vampire’s body would
be submerged in acid until it was completely eradicated. Leaders of the Vampire Nation,
including the Vice President, were at odds with the President over this but it was
something that he refused to budge on.
There were some in the House and Senate that wanted either a database to be kept on
all vampires or to have them branded with some sort of visible symbol so as to let
everyone know who was and wasn’t a vampire. The President swiftly vetoed those
measures as he believed that going to that extreme would cause more problems than
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solutions. In his mind he wondered what would have been the next step had either of
those measures been allowed to pass: confining all vampires into concentration camps
like Hitler did to the Jews? President Clark was not going to let that happen on his watch.
This was the biggest gamble of President Clark’s political life. He was playing a
game of Russian roulette regarding his stance on vampires but in his heart he felt that he
was doing the right thing. Everything that happened, be it good or bad, fell back on the
President’s shoulders and it was a tough load to carry.
The world went on as it normally did, at least the new version of normalcy that came
with the presence of vampires. Until recently things had been okay but all that was about
to change.
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Chapter 8

Tina Macintosh stood at the large floor to ceiling window in her corner office high
above the city, looking down at a picture of Jessica that she held in her hand. She looked
up from it and stared out at the city, seeing nothing and everything at the same time. She
looked virtually unchanged over the last five years other than a few grey hairs and a look
of sadness that no amount of botox or plastic surgery could fix. The sound of her
secretary over the intercom brought her back to reality.
“Ms. Macintosh there’s a Mr. Trainor on line 2.”
Tina paused, wondering and praying if the head of the FBI had word of her daughter.
“I’ll take it. Thanks, Jasmine.
She sat down at her desk and picked up the phone. “This is Tina Macintosh, how can
I help you, Mr. Trainor?” There was a pause as she listened. “Yes, this is a secure line.”
Pause. “He is? I thought that everyone had been killed.” Pause. “When can I see him?”
Pause. “I understand – this will remain confidential. Thank you.”
She slowly hung the phone up and set the picture of Jessica down.
“Ms. Macintosh?”
“Yes Jasmine, what is it?”
“Sorry to bother you again. You told me to let you know when Mr. Rider arrived;
he’s here.”
“Send him in please.”
“Yes ma’am.”
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The door opened and in stepped a tall gentleman with oily hair and a briefcase in his
hand. Ms. Macintosh rose to greet him. “Good afternoon, Mr. Rider. I understand that
you have finally been able to find the information that I’ve been waiting for.”
“Yes I was.”
They both sat down.
“Well?”
“Since you upped the reward to $25,000,000 there has been a ten fold increase in the
number of leads. I was skeptical of anything really coming from them considering that
it’s been almost 5 years since she disappeared.”
“Let’s skip the bullshit Rider, shall we? You say you have information and I’m smart
enough to know that if she were alive then you would have her here right now but, since
she’s not, I assume that you have information stating other wise. I have made peace with
her not possibly coming back years ago so tell me how and who did it.”
“Of course Ms. Macintosh, I’m sorry. I was given this.” He opened up the briefcase
and pulled out a sealed plastic bag that contained several small bone fragments which he
handed over to her. “We were able to run a DNA analysis comparing the DNA from
these pieces of bone to the samples that you gave us and they are a match.”
She set the bag down on her desk. “And you’re 100% sure about this?”
“Sure enough to be here.”
“I see.” She turned in her chair and stared out the window once more. “Who killed
my daughter, Rider?”
“I was not told who exactly did it but I know where it happened. There’s something
you should know.”
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“And what would that be?”
“It was vampires. Apparently they ate…”
“That’s enough!” she stopped him as she turned back around, her whole body on fire
with rage. “I need all the information that you have.”
“Of course,” he said as he pulled out a folder crammed with papers and slid it over to
her. “Everything you need to know is in here.”
“It better be.” She reached into her desk and pulled out her checkbook. Using a pen
she wrote out two checks, one for $25,000,000 and the other for $10,000.000. “Make sure
the person that gave you the fragments gets the reward and the other is your fee. You’ve
done well.
He took the checks and stuffed them in his coat pocket. “Thank you.”
“Leave me now; I’ve got some things to think about.”
“Sure thing. By the way, for what it’s worth, my condolences.”
She gave him a cold smile and he made a hasty retreat out of the office. Once he was
gone she got Jasmine on the phone.
“Yes ma’am?”
“I need you to get General Freedman on the phone.”
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The saga continues on 10.29.10! www.whatishub.net
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Excerpts from ~D.I.V.A.~ Domestically Involved in Violent Affairs by fellow Writers
Movement member Tiffanie Minnis

Novel introduction to ~D.I.V.A.~
My name is Michaela Davis and I am a domestic abuser. I was born in the October Fall
of 1979 and raised in Miami, Florida by my mother and Granny. I had a really fucked up
life growing up as a child and if I don’t take the time out to write about the shit, I think I
just may lose my damn mind and really hurt someone. This story is about my life
growing up as a child into my adult years dealing with trying to mask the invisible pain
that ultimately transpired into me taking it out on my loved ones. I’m a professional in
Corporate America. I have a really good job working for one of the best doctors in
Atlanta and I have a Masters degree in Management. I always keep a pleasant smile on
my face and I have a sweet personality outside of home. But behind those closed doors, I
am considered a Terrorist. I terrorize, verbally abuse and pour salt on open wounds of the
men that enter my life. I detest everything about a man. The way he strides, smell, speak
with a mouth full of ass smelling lies and the way they fuck. I only deal with them to
break their souls the same way mine was broken. Is it retaliation? Yeah, you can say that.
Do I like women you ask? Hell No!! I can’t stand their asses either. I stay far away from
those adulteress whores that sleep around for money and end up with a panty crouch full
of oozing green discharge, or should I say cum. I’m in this big world all alone because I
trust no one. I don’t have respect for men because they do not respect themselves. So I
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pull them in by giving my best academy award winning smile and once they start to play
with my fire, that’s when I go in with a scorching burn! I know I know, I sound evil and
you probably wish you could just reach out and shake me like the baby shaking syndrome
but do I care: Not one bit. My therapist would be so disappointed by what I am saying
because I’m suppose to be in remission of this terrible disease I have, but this is a big part
of me. Just say I was the good apple surrounded by a spoiled bunch that eventually
corrupted my core. Those therapy sessions help a little though. I’m starting to see the
good in some people but I have yet to find the good in me. So until that good emerges, I
feel sorry for the suckers that cross my path. Enough about me. You’ll get to know me a
little better as you glance through my past and present process of my developed
character. I warn you to not be alarmed. This is my story.

Copyright © 2010 by Tiffanie Minnis All Rights Reserved
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FOLLOW THE WRITER'S MOVEMENT
* WRITERS MOVEMENT LINKS

Twitter (Writters Movement
twitter.com/writersmovement
Follow the Writers Movement on Twitter

Writer's Movement Blog
writersmovementweb.blogspot.com/
An online community where writers and aspiring authors meet for chat, exchange of knowledge,
ideas, and promotion. Join the movement on Twitter, Saturdays @ 6PM EST

* WRITERS MOVEMENT MEMBERS

Author Benjamin Jones http://www.whatishub.net
From the mind of Ben Jones comes a completely new bite on vampire fiction!
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Author Tiffanie Minnis
tiffanieminnis.webs.com/
Tiffanie Minnis is currently working on a novel, based on a true story, about how a young
woman's past of family violence has affected her present by turning her into a domestic abuser in
her adult life. Visit her website for more information.

* OTHER LINKS

Facebook Fan Page

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001438096272#!/profile.php?id=10000143
8096272&v=wall.
Visit our Facebook Fan Page!

Twitter
twitter.com/maddwriter
Follow Ben Jones on Twitter for up to date tweets
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Facebook Fan Page for Tiffanie Minis
Tiffanie Minis's facebook page

Twitter
twitter.com/authortiffanie
Follow Tiffanie Minis on twitter for writer's tips, advice, and resourceful tweets
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